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IS PLOTTING

MORE

BELIEVE

BODIES

BURIED ON GUINNESS

CONCERNED IN THE INDIANA
MURDER MYSTERY
J

-

LITTLE

'

WAR

Colombia Fears That Can.
Republic and Venezuela
Are Conspiring
Against Her.
SEIZES

hn ii n ii?i
ttinci .is .vol! i
a.
a certain area in t'le vicinity of
On tie other hand Panama la
fr

Co-ut-

cMlming an extension of its boundary.
Panama, it la said, would like to
embroil Colombia with Venezuela on
the eastern frontier, as such an outcome would give It a better chance to
force its claim for territorial extension on the western frontier. Venezuela and Colombia have fought over
this boundary line before and should
the matter come again to conflict,
Venezuelan Invasion of the Qoadjira
peninsula might be expected.

SCHOOL CHILDREN
WITH

PLAY

CAPS

DYNAMITE

They Were t'slnir Them for Pencil
lloklcrs. Not Kmxvins They
Wire Dungorous.
Las Vegaa,

X. M., May

7.

(Spe-

cial). A quart of dynamilo caps wan
taken from the pupils at tie S'ormn.
school by the teachers yesterday
morning.

The pupils had the caps
in tlu ir pockets, mouths, jehind their
tar and Jabbed on the e,ds of p;n-cll- s.
None

of the children

knew what

the raps were but thoukh'. th.-pencil holders or cartridge !ills. Nearly
very child in the school had oni"
of the caps and they were handling
them without care, but fortunately
none were exploded. The instructors
are making an investigation i find
from what source the caps were distributed.
NEGRO

CONSUMPTIVE
DEATH

RATE

LARGE

lle-H- i

says

Maiioe to

Anion;
ifex-m-

Notices
Colored People,
at HMiiiiond.
e

May
Richmond.
The national
conference of charities and correcbegan
a
tion
several days' session here
this morning. The principal address
of today was by Dr. Chas. It. Orandy,
who said that nearly three times as
from, tuberculosis occur
hih'iv
among negroes as among 'he whites
i
he
of
1'Uted States. He Indicated
that there Ih a physical predisposition, or lack of resistance, to tuberculosis in the negro, and that on account
of a mental condition the black man
Is unable to meet the conditions of
American city life whioh now face
him. Ir (irandy behoves that many
of the adverse conditions under which
colirred people live are forced on them
by racial prejudice, and urges the
otnciil, rational study of the problem
frankly stated.
7.

WIND DAMAGES CHICAGO.
Chicago, Mjy 7. One man was
killed and many pedestrians were in
peril by falling live wires and others
blown down and injured during a
terrific wind and rain storm which
prevailed today. Windows were broken and trees blown down in outlying
parts of the city. The wires are badly crippled.

EXPRESS

EVANS

MAKES HIS LAST

MESSENGER

MEETS DEATH II!

Pittsburg Attorney and Railroad Builder in the City
to Confer With
Officials.

Rides in Parade as Naval His Body Found When Train
Officer Commanding the
Pulls Into Denver and
Fleet and Retires
Bullet Holes Tell
Tomorrow.
the Story.

COMPLETE NEW ROAD

FIFTEEN

.1

1

the Hope of Flndlna
Cadavers of Miss
ing People.
HER VICTIMS
BY MATRIMONIAL AD

DURINGJK

if

La Porte, Ind., May 7. The grisly
story of the private graveyard At the
farm of Mrs. Belle Guinness, a mile
north of L Porte, Is still In the early
chapters. Today It la estimated that
the number of persona mure'ered at
the place through the lure of matrimonial bureau will run from twelve
to twenty.
The exhumation yesterday of four
dismembered bodies wrapped In burlap brings the total victims known to
have been murdered to nine. Including the bodies of Mrs. Guinness and
her three children, which were discovered after fire had destroyed the
hou.se April 28, the total death to be
investigated 'and accounted
for is
thirteen, with the possibility of more
developing when the sheriff and his
force excavates further in the yard.
Additional light on the methods by
which Mrs, Guinness caused the
dintths on her farm was shed this
morning by A. K. Helgeiin. a brother
of Andrew Helgeiin, of Mansfield, S.
1)..
whose dismembered corpse is
among the nine found jvesterdny,
told the coroner, that not only
had his bto. r been . correspond'-ence'wltth woman, but that she
had also written to him after his
brother's disappearance and attempted to Induce him to visit her. In her
letter she said:
"Sell your brother's stock and come
here and we will hunt your brother
together."
The rain may Interfere with further
excavations today, but it Is believed
that more bodies will be found. It Is
thought that Mrs. Guinness established communication with her victims through a matTlmon'al agency
and that she secured some or them
through the following advertisement
that appeared in a Chicago newspaper:
widow
who
"Personal Comely
owns a large farm In one of the finest districts in La Porte county. Indiana, desires to make the acquaintance
of gentleman equally well provided
with view of Joining fortunes. No replies by letter considered unless sender Is willing to follow inswer with
personal visit."
Bessie Conklin. a young womin residing at Michigan City. Indiana,
whose former home was at La Porte,
has been arrested as an Important
witness and will be here for the trial
of Lampliere.
She was a friend of
Lamphere who Is accused of complicity in the murders at the Guinness
home. She Is not accused of complicity but her testimony Is considered
important and she will be locked up
until the grand Jury can hear her
testimony next week. It is said that
Lamphere, while talking with Miss
Conklin, made threats against Mrs.
Oulnness, and said he had information that would laud her in the penitentiary.
The motive for the wholesale murders has not been fully established.
The circumstances surrounding
the
disappearance of Helgeiin and Ruds-berof Iola, Wis., are however, so
similar as to give
clue to the object
the
of the persons who committed
Helgeiin had secured 13.000
Crimes.
through the First National hank here
shortly before he was lost track of.
Rudsberg negotiated the sale of a
mortgage through the La Porte Savings bank, which yielded h'.m $1.00').
He drew this money April d, 1907. No
record of his further appearance in
the flesh has been found.
Except those of Jennie Olsen and
Helgeiin, only one of the corpses bears
traces of a likeness to an individual.
That was one of the first found and
has oh the skull paiches of black hair
and on the Hp the straggly remains
of a black mustache.
Of considerable Importance In the
developments of the entire rase Is the
result of the autopsy on the body of
Helgeiin, as announced by Dr. H. J.
Meyer today:
"The chief peculiarity of the cadaver." he said, "Is Its Immense size. It
is so large that no ordinary man or
woman could handle It alone. The
mutilation is of the same character as
that on the other corpses, although
the freshness of this specimen reveals
details which were not forthcoming,
so far as the rest of the bodies are
concerned.
"The dismemberments are the work
of an expert. The legs had been sev
ered above the knee Joints with ,
Hel-gele- ln
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CENTRAL

WITH ALBUQUERQUE

wintr.

Friday.

Lcavatlon of Yard Continues

Appears imminent on Mrs. Guinness Advertised for Hus
Isthmus as Result of Dispute
band and Required Applicants
on
Boundary
Over
Southern
to Visit Her on the Farm
Shore of Caribbean-Invasi- on
Girl Held to Testify
May be Expected.
Before Grand Jury.

-

S. F.

Fair 11.

EASTERN

LURED

Cartagena, Colombia, May 7. The
government of Colombia has reason
to believe that the Panama govern-mer- it
Is intriguing with Venezuela to
declare war upon this country. It is
known that the Colombian occupation
of Jurado, which Is on the Atrato
river, the boundary line between Panama and Colombia, has angered the
Panama government. The occupation
of Jurado was brought about On the
advice of the American government
America held that it was clearly within Colombian territory. The attitude
of the government of Panama haa
given the United States much solicitude. One of Secretary Taft's chief
missions to Pananua. la to try to adjust the matter.
Two boundary disputes enter Into
the situation on the southern shore of
the Caribbean. Castro wants a strip
of Colombian territory on the east,
mid Panama, according to the Colombians, is seeking to despoil Colombia,
of which republic it was a tate before the- revolution of litOS, of territory along the Atrato river, including Jurado.
Venezuela's claim, or
rather demand, is that Colombia cede
it a very muterlal part of the OoaJIra
peninsula, down the center of which
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SUMMER

Says the Projected Line
Will Be Built to the Hagan
Coal Fields First and Will
Later Be Extended to

Mr. Lyons

Albuquerque.
The New Mexico Central will be th
name of the railroad which will connect Albuquerque with tho Denver A
Rio Grande at Santa Fe and tht Hock
Island at Torrance, when a merger
of the Santa Fe Central and
Eastern, now under consideration, is completed. The terms of
the merger, it is said, are about
agreed upon by the two corporations.
The detail of the merger are being
made by Walter Lyons, a prominent
attorney of Pittsburg, Pa., and Robert
Law, a well known railroad man, of
Denver.
Mr. Lyons and Mr. Law arrived In the city yesterday on the
California limited, and have been closeted since with Col. JV. S. Hopewell,
general manager of the Santa Fe Central and Albuquerque. Eastern, at the
Albuquerque Eastern office in the
building, the greater part of the
time.
Mr. Lyons said this afternoon that
he and Mr. Law were here to do the
preliminary work of the reorganisation. "Pick the threads of tho Albuquerque Eastern end of the proposition." is the way he put It.
"We want to do something with the
proposition this smnmsr,'' he said,
t
"Wo
bu'id the road from
Morlarty to the Hagan coal fields first.
We have some fine property there
that will pay handsomely. Wo will
build Into Albuquerque after the coal
road Is built, by running a spur down
from the top of the mountain through
Tijeras canyon. Albuquerque should
be vitally interested In the new road.
It will be of great benefit to the city."
Mr. Lyons and Mr. Law will be In
the city several days checking up the
affairs of the Albuquerque Eastern
and talking over the construction of
Mr. Law
the New Mexico Central.
will have charge of the New Mexico
Central and will make his headquarters In Albuquerque. A number of
Albuquerque people will be members
of the directorate of the new organization. Mr. Law has the reputation of
being one of the most successful railroad men in the United States. He
successfully rebuilt the Burlington
road, but a few years ago retired from
He
active work on the Burlington.
came west a few years ago and settled
in Denver. He will have charge of
the New Mexico Central, as well as
being one of the heavy stockholders
of the company.
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Albu-quorq-

sj

Ar-mi- jo

shoulders have been disarticulated.
ithough why Is a question to my
mind. If the person who cut up the
body dislocated the shoulders for the
sake of gaining space In some receptacle, the work might have had an
object, as a good two inches would
have been saved. The head had been
cut off, the work in this showing also f TV
the hand of it person familiar with
,
anatomy.
"The most startl'ng aspect of the
1
body is Its freshness. The Intestines
were perfect and without pronounced
signs of collapse. The akin was In
good condition. There were no signs
that an embalming fluid had been
used,
the lungs being clean and
healthy and the Interior organs generally showing not a particle
of
change,
"The body looked as If the man
1
might have died yesterday."
V I
Dr. Meyer also said that he was of
the firm conviction that all the bodies
'4
had been cut up by the same person.
In each case the legs had been severed at practically the same point
above the knee, the heads had been
(tut awciy n an almost similar fash-Io- n
THE BURNED HOME; MRS MEL-Land the wrappings which clung
OUINNF.SM AND CHILDREN;
to the several corpses were of the
same martelal heavy gunn sacking. HAY LAMPHERE IN HANDCUFFS.
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CHILD BROILS METHODIST
REDHOT

EPISCOPAL

FIRE

ESCAPE

HAD 8TOKM IX KEXTITKV.
Ky., May 7. A heavy
wind and rain storm swept this section of the state last night. At Choats-vlll- e

Frantfort.

FOORJEARS

a number of houses were unroofed and the residence of Jessie
Collins and family of five was demolished, injuring 11 members of the
family, but none fatally. Barns were
demolished and wires are down over
a wide stretch of country.

Four Persons Killed and Nearly Three Hundred Thou
sand New Communicants
Twelve Injured In IncendiProperty Increase.
ary Fire In Tenement.

tin-har-

ititvw c;irrs

m

sst ni sirrrs.

Itoston, May 7 Following a session
that lasted several hours last night
the committee en resolutions uf the
Democratic state convention reassembled today to consider instructions to
the delegates at large to the national
convention. The outcome of the meeting was a report on resolutions in
xne
structing for liryan
oi

mine nine nnuT
i

THOUSAND

mrtUL uHiiiL

FIGHTERS IN EINE

mill

F0R HIS LIFE

Organizations and Interior of Car Shows That He
Citizens Follow Sailors. Soldiers
Struggled With Assailants- - Three
and Guards Through streets
Men Seen to Leave Train Are
of San Francisco- GovernSuspected of Murder
ors Banquet Tonight.
and Robbery.

Seml-mllltar-

y

Baltimore, May 7. The addresj of
the bishops to the Methodist Episcopal general conference
was Issued
here today. It contains Information
of the church's progress during the
past four years and of the conu'i.'on
of the church as regards its adherents, property and work.
The addres shows that the gain in
the number of communicants during
the past four years Is 378.357. This
is the greatest gain for a similar per
iod during the past sixteen years. The
total gain In church property during
Die four years la given as $32,6711,000.
The number of ministers Us 19,3(3, an
increase of 1,171 during the four year
period.
The address mentions the divorce
laws in sever ii I states In strong language, referring to them as "consecutive polygamy" and condemning the
latitude permitted in several state as
a dLagrace to the cuntry.
TO KKSCIIO IMPi:ilII4JKD CHEW
New York, May 7 High waves and
at strong northwest
wind have driven
the big German sliip Peter Rickmer
a half mile further on the sand bar
on which it grounded a week ago.
Three of the four masts have been
torn out and tod.iy a tug which whs
standing by was compelled to abandon her an account of the heavy seas.
The crew is still aboard and preparations are being made to rescue the
imperilled men.
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San Francisco, May 7. The two
features in connection with the fleet
festivities in this city today afe the
big military and naval parade which
took place this morning and the banquet for the governors who are here
from several western states. The banquet for the governors who are here
from several western states. The banquet takes place tonight at the Fair-mouhotel and will be attended by
the officers of the fleet and prominent
citizens.
In the parade this morning Admiral
Evans made the last appearance he
will ever make as an officer of the
I'nited States navy In active career,
as he will retire during the fleet's stay
In this port.
He was conspicuous in
the parade this morning and was the
center of Interest to the thousands of
spectators that lined the route.
The parade was composed of regiments stationed at the Presidio, of
sailors and marlnoa from the fleet.
National Guards, cadet corps and
auxiliary organizations. Between seven and eight thousand American seamen, said to be the largest number
of United States
bluejackets
and
marines that ever came ashore at one
time, were in Hue.
Tha parade started shortly after 9
o'clock. There were 15.000 men In
it, 8.600 being marines and sailors
from the vessels at anchor in the bay.
In addition there were a large force
of regulars from the Presidio, naval
militia. National Uutrds, veterans of
the Civil war, and of the Spanlah war,
California pioneers and various
organizations.
The Salt Lake City battalion of
school oadets acted as a special escort
to Admiral Evans, whose carriage was
followed by others containing the
commanding officers of the fleet and
foreign consuls stationed In this city.
nt

semi-milita-

WILL REOPEN

ry

MINE

Denver, May 7. Charles H Wright,
aged 56, and for the past twenty
years an express messenger tor the.
Wells-Karg- o
Exnres ompanjr, running out of thla cltv rniit of tho lime,
was fatally shot wh'le on duly In
an express car on the
r Jfc Rie
Grande railway ea?.jr t.i.a mor.ilng.
The murder apparently occurest
somewhere between Denver fnd
but was mt discovered until
the train pulled in to Denver at 1: 19
this morning. Wright'
Ir.dy was
found In the car. Several bullet holea
were In his body tnd It was evident
that he had not died without a struggle, as the inter'or if the ear bhiwrd
plainly the hard fight he had mads
for la life.
Three men ware seen to have th
train as It slowed up at Fifteenth
street and it Is be'lrtv l that they are
the robbers and murderer. The express company claim that it lost only
Ir-tleto- n,

1100.

The robbers must have been concealed in the fir it baggage car until
the train was a faw miles from Littleton, for Wright was
shertly before the train arrival at that town.
There is no clue to the robbers.

LAS VEGAS

HAS
STABBING CASE

Las Vegas, May 7. (Special)
John Sweeney, a Btone cutter, waa
stabbed In the neck and face last
night by Dlontclo Slaneros and
te
Trujlllo. He Is In a serloua
condition and may die.
Slsneroa is in Jail and the officer
are searching for Trujillo. The caus
of the stabbing fray is not known.
Slsneroa refuses to talk and the
wounded man is cut bo badly that h
is not able to give the officers any information.
Vln-ven-

TO RESCUE BODIES
GOVERNOR
Water

ARGUES

Kxtiuiruisliiiijr

lire That
lUigivl StiKM) Kxpluxlou
Several
Weeks Ago and lU'waiora (ten
Work WIUwHit linger.
i

Rock Springs, Wyo., May 7 Preparations are under way for reopening
Mine No. 1 of the Union Pacific Coal
company in which are some half a
hundred bodies, victims of the recent
explosion. Fire raging under the
ground created much gas, rendering
all efforts to reopen the mine dangerous.
The mine Is now filling with water,
extinguishing the tire and it is believed the bodies can be recovered.

UIS ATTACK FKEXCHMEX.
Toklo, May 7. The official report
from the Mlyazakl prefecture states
that a mob of eighty persona attacked
a timber factory owned by FrenchTO WRECK FAST TRAIN men in the village of Lllno May 6,
doing considerable damage to the fac.
tory and residences of the French
They Jammed Kw ltch Willi Old Iron man. No person was injured. Forty
arrests were made.
but TowiTinuii Saw Tlu-and
The motive for the attack has not
KuuiiimiikhI Help In lime
been reported.
The damage Is estito have tlie Train.
mated ut 150,000.
Philadelphia, May 7. The "Royal
Blue" express on the Reading road '
RETIRE ROOSEVELT
narrowly escaped a wreck last even-- 1
lug at a switch near Nlcetnwn, a sub
urb.
FOUR YEARS HENCE"
Two men, said to be foreigners.
Jammed the switch with old Iron Just
before the express was due. A tow-- l
erman saw the men and telephoned Till Is Keynote f Salt Iittke Convenfor a railway policeman wio removed
tion, W hii Ji W ill send Iolcgal- the obstruction. A l'ole arrested on
l avorulilo Ui Tufu
suspicion has been identified by the
tow erman.
Salt Lake, May 7. The Republican
state convention met this morning
with Daniel D. Houtz as temporary
M'KEE AND HIS WIFE
chairman.
It declared in favor of
"Retiring President Roosevelt from
years hence."
WILE BE DIVORCED office four
This was the keynote of the convention and while the delegates will
favor Taft they will not be lnstructeS
lgul Export lavors KeMi rating TImiu as
to leave the avenue open
uihI Holding Bo til
lor for theythewant
possible renomlnatlon
TImi Truublo.
of
Roosevelt. Committees were appointI'aris, May 7. The legal expert of ed by noon and a recess taken.
the court presented his conclusion In
tho McKee divorce case today. He
fll AI'I'LK'S ItlCO'l lli:it DK.AD.
Kansas City, May 7. Major O, P.
favors granting a divorce, holding
buth McKee and his wife responsible. Chaffee, who was an oflletr In the
The formal Judgment will be rendered Confederate army anil a brother of
May 14. The suit was brought by Lieut, lien. Adna R. Chaffee, U. S. A.,
formerly Mrs. retired; died at his home here today
Mrs. Hart McKee,
iluyli TevU.
of kidney trouble, aged 7.
FOREIGNERS ATTEMPT

CALLS DIVORCE LAWS
OVERCOME BY SMOKE
DISGRACE TO COUNTRY
AS THEY LAY ASLEEP
New York, May 7. Four persons
were killed and twelve injured early
today In a Are believed to be of Incendiary origin, which practically destroyed a live story tenement house
on
sireet The dead are:
BVA KERG, aged 63.
SAMt'KI, SACH, age.I 10.
II ATT I K KOPELMANN, aged two
and a half years.
I'NIDENTIFIED MAN.
Tiie fire was discovered by a policeman, who with other officers,
alarmed the tenement and In a short
time the Are escapes were crowded
with men, women and children. More
than a hundred persons were taken
from the escapes by firemen. Mra.
Kopelmann stepped On a fire escape
with her child Hattie In her arms but
a misstep caused her to drop the
child to the platform below, which
was redhot and the girl was burriro
to death before she could be reached
The others killed were burnel In
their rooms, apparently overcome by
smoke aa they slet.
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FOR THE SETTLERS
In Which Simla Fe Railroad
Cc Trying
to Trade lMid Is I'p
l(..r.,n.

la

l,tl.l.M. Ikuui.t
incut.

Washington, D. C., May 7. (Special) Governor Curry and Delegate
Andrews made arguments before the
secretary of the interior this morning
for the settlers, who have filed on the
land In Roosevelt county, which the
Santa Fe Railway company has attempted to trade for Arizona anil
Zunl reservation land scrip, and the
indications are that the settler will
win out in the argument.
The Kanta Fe was represented at
the hearing by Gardner Lathrop and
Howell Jones, chief counsel for the
company and the chief land attorney.
Affidavits have been filed by several
prominent cattle raisers of Roosevelt
county In favor of the company, alleging that they have known the land
In question for thirty years and that
it Is nothing more than second class
grazing land. Two hundred and fifteen
thousand acres of land Is in question.
It Is said that homeseekers have filed
on SO per cent of it but their tilings
have been held up pending the invest
ligation.
(selllcr Will Will.
Judge H. D. Terrell, a prominent
lawyer of ClovU, who U !n the city
today, flays that he received a letter
a few days ago from Governor Curry
in which the governor said that th
chances for the settlers winning In
the land investigation were very good.
Governor Curry and Judge Terrell are
personal friends, huving done service
together In the Philippines.
Judge Terrell says that the land In
question was scrlpped last fall by the
Santa Ft with scrip known as Zunl
mountain and Navajo scrip. , The persona making affidavits for the company are Avery Turner, Ray Hroa,
man named Gamble. The afand
fidavits were to the effect that the
men making them had known the
land for thirty years and said they
were second class grazing lands, and
not of greater value than the land for
which the scrip was Issued by the
government. Judge Terrell says that
there are closo to 1U0 .etiler. awaiting the decision of the f iverninent
ready to make homes on the land.
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W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

THE VALLEY. RANCH
The most beautiful loratloa oa the moat beautiful river ( the Peoos) In
Weather warm, dry and delightful.
New Mexico.
Can accommodate a
limited number of guest.
S
IIFK, Horseback riding and driving. Fishing (after
May 15th), hunting, tennla and camping.
A big ranch In full operation.
Address The Valley Ranch, Valley Ranch, New Mexico.

.!'

THE CUB'S CORNER
L

On year by rmrfl In KliaiH
On month by mnil
One Month by mirier vrilhln city limits.
Entered ax

wnrnd-da- m

matter at the PostofOre of Albuqserque,

A UVNCH HIOM

.00

.

Jf. M.,

tvotigrows tsf March 8, 1879.

The only Ulnstrnxl dally ncwsaHr In New Mexico and
verUsJng medium of Uw SouthM'pM.

"WE

U17T

Dili,, rXLKJ.

A
lot ov people
plant sweet peas an'
thi n buy radishes an'
onions at to' tture.

ad.

Os? bee

THE ALBt'QVEHQVE CITIZEN IS:
Tlie hwdrt.g Ilefmhliisn dally and wwkly newspaper of the .Southwest.
principle and the "Square Deal."
Hie advocate of
TIM ALBtfQVKRQVE CITIZEN HAS!
Tlie flnext eqnlped Job department In New MelcO.
Tlie latest reports by Associated Prow and Auxiliary

News Service.

IF IT

THE NEWS FIllsT."

WT.KE

--

0.

How fine our life would run along,

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

Just like the music In a song
Or like a train of Pullman care.

With only soft and pleasant Jars,
If things could happen every day
The way they work out In a play.
Is life and light.
bold, the girls are bright,
Things for an act or two go wrong.
But in the end right come out rtrong.

There everything

3fie Reason is Plain

The men

Ever since the city election the Democrats have been very busy building
fencea for the county convention, which la to be held In this city very soon.
The four or five Democrats who have taken over the city government
bare also taken charge of the county conventron and they believe they have
things well enough In hand to put through their elate. Hence they are
ready to open the big show.
Considerable opposition has been aroused by the high handed manner la
which the four or live embryo bosses took over the city administration and
As a result of their high handed disrecut the small pie to suit themselves.
gard of a few other Democrats, there la more or less feeling In Democratic
circles.
The Democrats who are opposed to the petty bosslsm displayed in city
affairs, have been doing a little gum shoe work In the city and county in
They may succeed in making thempreparation for the county convention.
selves felt but the bosses feel that they have things well enough in hand to
go ahead, so it Is quite probable that the disgruntled onea will have to tuke
their medicine along with the rest or stay at home.
It Is understood the aggregation which Is planning to put out the Democratic paper is up in arms against the balance of the Democrats and would
However, It apparently can't for want of recruits.
tike to fight if It could.
The petty bosses are giving it out that they Intend to Instruct the Bernalillo county delegation to the territorial convention to work for the nomination of O. A. Larrazolo, as Democratic candidate for delegate to Congress.
It would be well, however, for Larrazolo to drop down this way and
watch the performance or he may come out of it to And that some one has
given him the double cross.
The four or live Democrats who essay to run the big show, are well
known for their shrewdeness In making a trade and they are never above
In this case at least one of them and
trading when they want anything.
poHHibly two of them aspire quietly to vote for Bryan at the Denver conven- They will trade anything for the Job, even Mr. larrazolo, leader of
tlon.
forlorn hopes.
But the funny part of the present situation in the Democratic party of
this county Is the announcement which comes from the office of the
contingent to the effect that the candidates for county offices
will not be selected at the present convention. They will not be if the bosses
can prevent It. The bosses feel tbat they can.
Much talk has been heard of the "straight
The reason Is quite plain.
That ticket will
Democratic ticket,'" which is to be put up in this county.
never materialize If the Democratic bosses can help it.
It Is well known that another fusion ticket is planned because the Democrats could not elect a man otherwise and because those with whom they
expect to fuse couldn't either.
The matter of the county ticket this fall Is already carefully being mapped out.
If things happen as the fusionlsts think they will, then a nice litIn other words, the fusion Ists do
tle program has already been arranged.
not want to get Into the limelight too strongly until they see what the Republicans are going to do.
However, It Is Just possible that
Their sagacity is very commendable.
the learned Democratic boss., who are engineering the deal, have slipped
up on one or two of their deductions.
Their hesitancy Is quite amusing. It
will be Just as amusing later when that fusion slate begins to leak out and
one or tw5 who were fused into office the last time find that they have been
left off the official ticket.
However, that is to come later and a word to the wise at this time is
sufficient.
n
The Democratic county convention is to be composed of some
delegates.
That will take about all the available supply of Democrats hereabouts and In the words of KipVing, we would like to know who will be left
to stand in the back of the convention hall and "stomp their boots and cheer
for the honor of the regiment."
Will they be the f unionists?
Marron-Fleld-Burkha- rt

-

sixty-seve-

cfeacners Gam tJftair money
How many parents and friends of the public schools have any adequate
idea of the hard work done by the school teachers after they dismiss their
scholars and leave the school buildings? The kind of work referred to is not
house work in their respective homes, but the work done to better qualify
them for teaching and perfecting themselves In the lessons they will have to
hear the next day, the examinations to make up and the examination papers
Hundreds of them throughout
and written exercise to go over and correct.
the land, and Albuquerque has her share of them, take up regular courses of
study.
They spend their evenings, when not doing actual work In connection
with their classes, over their books and on Saturdays they go to some college
or university, recite their lessons and listen to lectures. They do this year In
and year out. And when vacation season come they go to some Chautauqua
course and make a study of special subjects.
Some of them go to Europe
for this very purpose, and this summer, more than ever will probably go
across the ocean, because special inducements are offered them to study the
Knglish school system and engraft its advantages upon our own. It Is a mistake to suppose that teachers work only from 8 or it to 12 and from 1 or 1:30
to 1 or 4, five days in the week, and have three mouths in the summer time
Many of them spend not only a
in which they draw pay and do nothing.
doen years in preparing to teach, but the most of their spare time In qualifying themselves to become better teachers.

are

The hero always wins the bride.
With mirth and music on the side.

No one is bothered in th play,
About a small thing like his (ay,
One always has a roll of bills
That easily a pocket fills,
And if he ever should run thy
A check book brings a new supply.

The bill collectors never knock
To give the timid ones a shock.
The only troubles on the mat
Pertain to love and things like that,
And even they have feeble power.
They come out right In half an hour.
Of course the villain does not fare
So well. But who for hltn would care?
He only serves to emphasize

That virtue draws the curtain prize,
That the deserving wins the wife.
Ah, would that It were so In life!
Nashville American.

;ooi) ADVICE.
The following neut bit of literature
going the rounds of the press:
A
father talking to his carelt ss
daughter, said: "I want to speak to
you of your mother.
It may be that
you have noticed a careworn look
upon her face lately. Of course it has
not been brought there by any acts of
yours, still it is your duty 10 chase it
away. I want you to get up tomor
row morning and get breakfast; and
when your mother comes and begins
to express her surprise, go right up
to her and kiss her on the mouth.
Vou can't imagine how it will bright
en ner dear face.
"Besides you owe her a kiss or two.
Away back when you were a little
girl she kissed you when no one else
d
wuh tempted by your
breath and swollen face. You were
not as attractive then as you are now.
Then through those years of childish
sunshine and shadows she was always
ready to cure by the magic of a mother's kiss the dirty, chubby hands
whenever they were Injured In the
rough old world. Then, too, the midnight kisses with which she leaned
above your pillow have ill been on
interest these long, long years.
"Of course she is not so pretty and
kisHuble as you are, but if you had
done your sliaro of the work during
the past ten years the contrast would
not be so marked.
Her face has far
more wrinkles than yours, and yet, If
you were sick, that face would appear far more beautiful than an angel's as It hovered over you, watching
every opportunity to minister to your
comfort, and every one of those
wrinkles would seem to oe bright
wavelets of sunshine chising each
other over her dear face.
'She will leave you one of these
days.
These burdens, f not lifted
from her shoulders, will break her
down. Those hard, rough hands that
have done so many necessary things
for you, will be crossed upon her lifeless breast, those neglected lips that
gave you your first baby k'sa will be
forever closed, and those sad. tiled
yea will have opened
in eternity.
Then you will appreciate your mother
but it will be too late."
Is

fever-tainte-

If you
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ADAMOISKIXE FIX

By Ktunii H. Stone.
Madamoiselle Cosctte Villefranche,
contortionist extraordinary and equestrienne unparalleled with the Forty
Most Marvelous World's Combined
Shows, made ready for the grand educational pageant of nations with unusual care. It was at Corntown. and
the artist and performers cf the Forty
Marvelous Shows rarely toiled long at
n pastoral towns such
the make-u- p
ciras Corntown. The pumpKin-vln- e
cuit was too slow.
But Madamoiselle Cosette laid on
the rouge and the penciling and ma
nipulated her bleached blonde hair to
such an extent that nature was hid
den away entirely and there was
naught for the rabble but art.
Madamoiselle Cosette's olace In the
free parade was Just after the noble
Roman senators from Campbell Cen
r
ter, Kan., and she rode si ingslde
Giovanni Petrucclo, the Wizard
of the Supra-Gidd- y
Wire. Slgnor Petrucclo, In his youth, had handled
sugar barrels in a Mississippi county
amseat town, and the
bition of his early manhood had
brought him an Italian nmp and the
dizzy elevation of the high wire at a
trying.
Another thing the signor had
learned besides the fickle tremors of
the very high wire. It wa this that
Madamoiselle Cosette wu love and
beauty, and that love and beauty
were better than even the huzzas of
the gaping ones on the benches.
Xiw when Rankin's
band, at the head of the procession, pealed awwy Into "D'xie," it was
the slgnor who said lightly to the
painted madamoiselle:
"(iee whiz, but this Is a lonesome
tow n!"
"Well, I should smile," said Madamoiselle.
But she did not smile th. no.
Madamoiselle Cosette .lig'ied Instead.
a sigh so moving withal that the
slgnor by her side glowed with the
thought of how she muu love ini.
The slgnor jested yet f'i; ther:
"The bats have got the church yon
der. Ain't It a Jay old church?"
Dear old place!" murmured Mad
amoiselle of the sawdust nng.
And at this the lively dgnor won
dered yet more.
You sprang from Jus: such a bird
center as this, didn't you. girlie?" h
asked, In Ais delicate wav.
"Just aiK.h a place," answered
Madumoise'le. "Just sunh a beauti
ful, dead place." ")be was very silent

"

Almost any man would Jump at the proposition that Tommy Burns
Burns Insists on
makes for a fight with Jack Johnson, the negro pugllutt.
getting $30,000, win or lose. 'And there's many a chap who would take a
good beating for considerably less than that.
The last real daughter of the American Revolution has Just died In
Her father was a drummer in the revolutionary army.
The
Connecticut.
Daughters of the American revolution will please take notice?
more costly than

Tki Briifltld Recilitor

Co.,

AtUitt.

i

Grocers
jWool Hide and Pelt

Dealers
Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

Gffoss "Kelly & Co

world-renown-

"Oho!" snorted the wa'ker of wlret
moment.
"Look at Rip Van
Winkle!"
Madamoiselle looked with faint
show of Interest at first.
But the
faint show of Interest gre v into an interest that rent a soul, an 1 tie maddest rider in the Forty Shows wheeled
out of line to the stile where the ancient gaped.
"I'm a son of a gun!" gapped Signoi
Giovanni Petrucclo. "What's she pur
suln' old Whiskers for?"
But the lady in the Tided yellow
gauds had halted before the patri
arch on the stile at th.- Bee IliM
store.
"llrtd!" she walled. "Oh, dad, till
Is iin awful life
and I'm tired!"
Genuine salt tears rolled in great
20 cents'
volume over cheeks wh
worth of red rouge lay. and ; mess o
blondlned hair rolled over against the
breast of Deacon Buckniv t.T Corn- town.
"Mundy!" groaned Dep.con Buck- ner. "Oh. Mundy! Manly! S'andy!"
The groan rose to a wail .mil then to
a shout. "Yer mother will be might
glad, little Ma nd j girl."
The glittering red and vellow panoply of the Forty Maiv'i vuy Show
wound on. down Main t "et, uround
the courthouse ami back to the
grounds. And a slgnor ir m Morris-ville- .
Miss., bemoaned
his
luck In
urds of the weirdest clrcas patter.
Hut a withered dame erouned happily about a big range at the humble
home of the Buckners of Corntown
while she made supper a. id drink for
the very tired inadamolsell" who had
found a place to rest.
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CRYSTALTHEATER
One Solid Week, Commencing

MONDAY, MAY
ENGAGEMENT

RETURN

4

OF THE

PASSION
PLAY

after that.
in a

BY THE

FRANC COMPANY

In i, XX feet of beautiful hund colored iiHivin"; pictures, as presented
he 'e in Fehi'iiury.

Same Production,
Same Company,
Same Prices.

-

M

ttinee every afternoon at 3 o'clock.
1 performances every r.ilit,
7:4" Bnd

:15

J. D. Eakln, President
Q. Qloml, Vice President.

MEId.VI

Successors to
and B A CHE CHI ft GIOMJ
WHOLKMALK OKALmitB IM

CONTESTEO

REPUBLICAN DELEGATES
Committee Will Tuke F.iulit or Ten
1H)H to fertile IHxpule Before
.National Convention
Meets.
Washington. May

7.

Headquarters

f the lti publican national c iiimittee
Mill be opened in Chicago on Monday,
.May 11. unices of the chairman, H.
S. New, Secretary Elmer Dover and
Sergeant-ut-A- i
will
nis W. sj. ritone
e established at the Coliseum, where

'?:

EAKLN,

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Wm

I tip 0vmrythlag Id it oak to outfit tto
moat fastidious bar oomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos. 8.
Ixmp and SC Louis A. B. C. Breweries; YeHeetone,
Gren River, V. H. Mc Bra yer 's Ocdar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE AllE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article s received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List, issued to dealers only.
.Hi'hlitz. Wni.

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

BANK of COMMERCE
Kxtends

MANY

Chaa. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

OF

;'

33)

Our little

book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent

Wholesale

soul-burni-

great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
and carries the expectant mother safely through
danger of child-birtthis critical period without pain. It is womun's greatest blessing
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
use of this wonderful
remedy. Sold by all
druggists at 1 1. cx per

bottle.

Co,

Slg-no-

1

Why should Congressman Bartholdt of Missouri try to eliminate the
foe the new Boston c Unto in house?
Isn't he a distin
guished) advocate of universal peace? Boston Herald.

IMS.

US HEtsT.

1

$500,000 appropriated

V,

DAILY SHORT STORIES

.

la

Gi?ss Kelly &

MAY

(Incorporated)

The Cuniut Ion's Flirtation
are Interested in the latest
Will Attack of Dysentery Cured.
popular music call at the Whltson
"An honored citizen of this town
Music Co.'s store and ask Mr. Whltof
When one gets down to the final analysis of prosperity the crops of the son u
"The Carnation's Flirta- was suffering from a severe attack he
great central west, the northwest and the southwest are found to be its back, tion." Allplay
dysentery. He told a friend if
music.
latest
sheet
the
News comes from the great financial and business centers that the
bone.
could obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's
hopeful reports for large and remunerative crops continue to strengthen the
(Iiti i mlolr
.
White lUin.',l nt V,tVH Colle, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
havMoney keeps flowing into will
tone of the fast Improving commercial situation.
clean your w hite or c red shoes felt confident of being cured, he
the bank reserves and that may be a good place for most of it until the time mm muKf tnem iook ime new. iasny ing used this remedy In the west. He
it In stock and
arrives to move the bumper crops.
Find (inii'lilv n nulled
Slav's Shoe whs told that I kept
It,
and
lost no time in obtaining
314 West Central avenue.
Store.
was promptly cured," says M. J.
Political blatherskites who have assailed the corporations without knowlLeach, druggist, of Wolcott, Vt. For
edge of their subject or care for the harm done by their crusades have had a
Subscribe for Th Cltisen.
fair counterpart in the railroad promoters who neglected to distinguish be
Subscribe for The Citizen and get sale by all druggists.
tween the reasonable demand of the public for a fair deal, and the noise of
professional agitators.
Every woman covets a
shapely, pretty figure, and
A Missouri man is reported to have dropped a bottle of whisky from his
pocket on Sunday and to have been much ashamed of the Incident.
many of them deplore the
Pos
aibly It Is fushlonable in those parts to carry a Jug attached to the belt. There
loss of their girlish forms
is nothing so bad as being out of style. Kan Antonio Express.
after marriage. The bearing
of children it often destructive
May day was celebrated In one little
Who says the spirit of '76 Is dead.
to the mother's shapeliness.
Kansas town by a few anarchists who hoisted a red flag. The town oon
All of this can be avoided
stable put some slugs In hit old muzzle loader and went out and pulled down
the Mag, and no one threw a bomb at him either.
however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this

The recent naval catastrophes Indicate that peace
war, but It can't be helped.

f

EDITOR

SUIMIUITION IlATI

aader Art of

TlimsDAT,

LI1UQUERQUE, N. M.

Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. SI 50.000
OmCBRtJ AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell.
otMO$cmomomcMCMatKmQAK)

Convenience - Comfort - Security

the convention will be held. The
Washington headquarters of the com- m.ltte IU be closed temporally, one
week from today.
Chairman New will arrive in Wash
ington tomorrow' to take up with Sec
telephone
preserves
The
The telephone makes the
retary Dover some details of the comyour health, prolongs your Ufa
duties lighter, the cares leas
mittee's work, it has not ytt been
and the worries fewer.
and protects your home.
determined how much time will have
to be devoted by the committee to the
hearing of contests. Ordinarily it Is
YOU NEED A TELEP HONE IN TOUR HOME
the committee's practice to accord
fifteen minutes to each side
a district contest and to give flftctn minutes to a consideration of s case. That
means approximately thit oi.e hour mcmomomcymumcmcmomcmomcmcjmomomcAxm
is devoted to each district contest.
To contests on delcgates-it-larg- e
two
hours uaualiy are given by Iht com'
mittee.
Thus far, curiously enuukh, the
comiuitleu has received oiilclil notifiConcation of only five contest
testants have until the 20th of May
to tile notices with the committee,
and it is known that a good many
contests will be brought before the
committee by that time. It la expected by the oftlcials of 'he commits
tee that nine or ten days will be consumed in the hearing of contents.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

"Renders U?e Banking'
Service That Counts
for Business
Success."

the bowels, pomotes
natural movements, lures con-

Kegulaies
easy,

stipation Doan's Hegulets. Ask your
druggist for them. ib cents a box.
AU kinds of screen work done at
loueot price. Superior Planing Mill.
Baby won't suffer five nlnutes with
croup if you apply Dr. Thorr aV Eclec-trtl- c
Oil at once. It act like magic.

iState National Bank
I ALBUQUERQUE
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0.26 Inch, or 0.46 Inch below

PRECIPITATION
EXCEEDED
NORMAL
Weather In Territory During
Past Year Was Unusually
Good. Says the Bureau.

nor-

one-thir-

The moan temperature for the year
as ti t degree, as determined
from the monthly averages, of 0.6 degree above the normal. During January February and March the weather wag very mild and the temperature
was considerably above the normal,
the average for the period being 43.8
degree
or a daily excess of 5.7 degrees. From April to September, Inclusive, with the exception of July
wns normal the temperature
is iik-T as deficient, and In May and June
tlie deficiency wa notable .The mean
. mperature
for October and December were slightly In excess of the average, while November was cooler
than unu&l. At all stations, except a
few located In the higher mountain
districts, the mean annual temperatures were above tho normals. The
ocgreatest excess In tempe-aturcurred in the San Juan Valley, and
In the extreme lower Kto Orande Valley. The hightwt mean was 63.3 at
Carlsbad, the lowest was 41 2 at
The highest temperature
vaa 110 at Carlsbad on June 29, and
the lowest was 27 at Dulc.e On Jan1907

h

ea

n.

--

uary

the

mal. Over the plains very little precipitation occurred; In the mountains
of the western and northern portions
a fair amount of rain or s ijw fH. but
much less than usual. Tne greatest
amount was 1.70 Inches at Chama;
at thirteen stations no precipitation
was recorded, while at eleven stations
there was only a trace.
was considerably
The weather
warmer than la usual In March, and
almost summer temperatures prevailed on the 18th, 19th and 10th, the
maximum for the month (97) having
been recorded at Carlsbad on the
10th. The lowest temperature was
aero at Chama on the 1st, but generally the lowest occurred on the 14th.
The mean temperature was 49.5, or
5.0 above the normal. The precipitad
of the usual
tion was about
amount for the month; there was
stations, and only
none at twenty-on- e
a trace at sixteen stations. The greatest amount was 1.50 inches at Cloudcroft.
During April the weather was abnormal. The temperature during the
first half of the month was considerably above the normal and during the
last half It was decidedly below, but
for the month It was only slightly
lower than the usual April average.
From the 18th to the 2 lid one of the
most severe April snow storms on record occurred. The snowfall wtbs extraordinarily heavy In the central and
northern counties, especially In the
northeast, where a fall or 48 Inches of
wet, heavy snow was reported.
The
snow adhered to the trees, broke
many branches and caused great damage. All sectiona of the territory reported freezing temperatures.
In the
central portion freezing temperatures
x
flfty-slprevailed for
Trees
hours.
were In leaf and fruit was far advanced, and except In a few Isolated
localities and the San Juan Valley,
The highest
all fruit was killed.
temperature was 97 at Carlsbad on
the 10th, and the lowest was 6 at
Las Vegas and Tres Piedras on
the 22d. The mean temperature was
0.52, or 0.4 below the normal. The
average precipitation was 1.4S Inches
which was 0.52 inch, or nearly a third,
more than the normal, and wn In ex
cess In all districts except the extreme
southern portion. The greatest amount
was 4.88 Inches at Eagle Rock Ranch;
no precipitation occurred at Cambray
and Monument, and only a trace at
Mesllla Park and Strauss.
The month of May was unusually
cold, cloudy and windy. During the
first few days the temperature fell
as low as 10 In the northern valleys,
the freexing temperatures occurred
frequently during the month In all
sections except the extreme southern.
The highest temperature wa? 96 at
Lordshurg on the 4th; the lowest was
10 at Windsor's on the 1st. The mean
was 51.1, or 5.4 below the normal.
The average precipitation was slightly above the normal, but over the
Canadian River watershed, In the low-- 'r
Pecos and Mesllla Valley It was deficient.
The greatest amount of precipitation was 4.24 inches at Mount-ainai- r,
and the least was a trace at
Orange and Strauss. The average was
1.42 inches, or 0.23 above the normal.
June was abnormally cool; every
station having a comparative record
showed a mean temperature below the
normal.
The highest temperature
was 110 at Carlsbad on the 29th, and
the lowest was 28 at Ellzabethtown
on the 1st. The mean temperature
waa 65.9, or 3.6 below the normla.
The average precipitation was 1.19
Inches, or nearly normal; It was below the normal throughout the Rio
Grande Valley and westward, and
above the normal In the eastern counties. The greatest amount was 4.54
Inches at San Jon; the least was a
truce at Lordsburg and Vallej.
July weather was typical of the
month; It was clear and pleasant during the morning and cloudy with almost dally thunder showers during
the afternoon and early night. Thunder storms were reported from some
section of the territory on every day
of the month. The temoeratuie av

3d.

The average precipitation for the
territory, as shown by the monthly
mean, was 16.13 Inches, or 1.59 Inch-f- a
above the normal. In nearly all
sections there waa an excess, ranging
from 6.3S inch at Kincon to 6.95 ln-- (
ches t San Rafael. The deficiencies
occurred In the middle and lower
Canadian watershed, the extreme lower Rio Orande Valley, and In the
Sacramento
Captain
and
White,
they ranged from 0.25
mountains;
Inch at Fort Stanton to 4.54 Inches at
The greatest amount was
trau..
81.26 inches at Cloudcroft and the
The
least 5.T4 Inches at ritrauss.
s
8.10
greatest monthly amount
inchee In August at Kosedale; at
twenty-fiv- e
stations no precipitation
was recorded during on? or more
The greatest
months of the year.
total depth of snow during the year
was lit
Inches at Chama, while in
the extreme southern portion no snow
fell.
There were, on an average, 200
clear, 112 partly cloudy and S3 cloudy
days, ami 65 days with 0.n$l Inch or
more ef precipitation. The prevailing
direction of the wind was west.
The WeatlMY by Months.
The month of January was considerably warmer than usual. The mean
temperature was 38.0, or 6.6 above
the normal. The highest temperature
was 77 at Monument on the 2 2d, and
the lowest was 27 at Dulce on the 3d.
The lowest temperatures were generally recorded on the 3d, and In the extreme northern portion o' the territory they were below aero. The average precipitation was 1.19 Inches,
or 0.68 above the normal. The greatest amount was 6.32 Inches at Cloudcroft; the least was a trace at Valley.
The weather during February was
unusually mild, and probably the most
pleasaat experienced during February
for many years. The highest temperature was 85 at Mountainalr on
the t'a, and the lowest was 7 at Win-aoror the 2sth. The mean tempera-agetur- e
was 41.9, or 6.6 above the
normal. The pnvMpitation for the
month waa deficient: the average was
--

'e

eraged Tt.l degrees, or normal. The
highest was 107 degrees at Lordsburg
on the Id, and the lowest wnas 10 degrees at Wlnsor's on the Id. Tht
average precipitation was 1.10 Inches,
or 0.24 Inch below the normal. The
greatest amount was 6.67 Inches at
Las Vegas; the least waa a trace at
Strauss.
August was cloudy and cool, with
nearly twice as much rainfall as usually occurs. Thunder storms were
reported from some section of the territory on every day except the 13th.
The first twenty days of the month
were unusually warm, while during
the last few days the temperature fell
far below the normal. The meanj
temperature was 70.9 degrees, or 0.7
degree below the normal. The highest was 109 degrees at Demlng on
the 15th. and the lowest was 36 degrees at Winsor's on the 4th snd 6th.
The average precipitation was 4.10
Inches, or 1.92 Inches above the normal. The greatest amount, 8.10 Inches, was at Rosedale, and the least,
0.60 Inch, at Cambray.
Pleasant weather prevailed during
as
September.
The temperature
slightly below the normal, and the
precipitation was considerably les
than usual. Toward the close of the
month killing frost and freezing temperatures occurred In the northern
portion, and the first general snow
fell on the higher mountains.
The
highest temperature was 104 degree
at Demlng on the 8th; the lowest was
21 degrees at Elizabethtown on the
28th. The mean was 65.1 degrees or
n.4 degree below normal.
The average precipitation was 1.04 inches, or
0.82 inch below the normal.
The
greatest amount was 3.51 Inches at
preAlto and at Hope there was no
cipitation.
The October temperature averaged
nearly normal. Th precipitation was
unevently distributed;
the average
waa nearly twice the normal. Injurious frosts or freezing temperatures
occurred In nearly all sections except
the southern. The mean temperature
was 64.6 degrees, or 0.4 degree above
the normal. The highest temperature
was 94 degrees at Olen on the 2d and
the lowest was 18 degrees at Elizabethtown on the 30th. The average
precipitation was 1.88 Inches, or 0.70
Inch above the normal. The greatest
amount was 8.08 Inches at Carlsbad
and the least was a trace at Valley.
The weather continued unusually
mild, even for November, until the
16th, w hen a generally stormy period,
lasting until the 21st, brought rain or
heavy snow to all sections. This storm
period was followed by the usually
pleasant November weather warm,
clear days and crisp, cold nights. The
mean temperature was 40.5 degrees,
or 1.9 degrees below normal. The
highest was 80 degrees at Demlng on
the 1st, Lordsburg on the 6th, San
Jon on the 6th, and at Alamogordo
on the 7th; the loweBt was -- 9 degrees
at Luna on the 19th. The average
precipitation waa 0.82 Inch, or normal. The greatest amount was 4.00
inches at Cloudcroft; the least was a
trace at Bell Ranch and San Marclal.
The pleasant weather prevailing
during the fall months
continued
through December. The month was
warm with more than, the ordinary
amount of sunshine, and a marked
deficiency In precipitation.
There
was somewhat more wind than usual,
but there were no severe storms. The
average temperature was 37.4 degrees
or 1.7 degrees above the normal. The
highest was 78 degrees at Demlng on
the 25th, and the lowest was 16 degrees at Dulce on the 18th. The av
erage precipitation waa 0.26 Inch, or
0.43 Inch below the normal.
The
greatest amount was 2.40 Inches at
Chama. At twenty stations there
was no precipitation, and at ten there
was only a trace.
Weekly Weather Bulletin
For the week ending Monday, May

PAOkt THRKK.

In tha northern naif of th
territory on the closing dan of th
week that ended April 17 appear to'

The frost

have caused considerable damage In
some localities. On April 29 and May
1 freezing temperatures and killing'
frost also occurred In portions of th
northern counties, but It Is believed
that they did very little damage, as
so little time had elapsed sine the
frosts of the previous week.
Almost cloudless weather prevailed
until the afternoon or night of the
1. when It became cloudy and threatening. On the Id light precipitation
was general In the northern
of the territory; In localities
hall accompanied the morning showers, but It was
ly light and was
not Injurious. Durlag the afternoon
flurries of moist snow occurred at
points In the northern counties. The
weather cleared during the late afternoon or early night of the 3d.
Itcnutrks of Correspondent.
Dona Ana Co. Agricultural College, F. Stockton:
There was one
hundred per cent of sunshine on the
first five days of the week; the remainder were cloudy; the temperature was somewhat below normal.
Rlncon, C. H. Raitt: There were severe wind storms on the 18th and
2!'th, and on the 2d there were violent gusts of wind, with occasional
dashes of rain; the first six days
were clear; the temperature was mod
erate.
Eddy Co. Carlsbad, Raymond
Clear weather prevailed until
the closing days of the week; on several days there were strong west
winds; the week opened with a temperature of 34 degrees (the minimum), the maximum temperature was
89 degrees on the 28th.
Monument,
J. M. Cook: Fair weather and occasionally high winds prevailed; the
maximum temperature was 90 degrees on the 28th; the night temperatures were uniform and ranged from
34 to 86 degrees.
Guadalupe Co. Santa Hum, J. L.
Chapman:
The first six days were
fair; the day temperature ranged
from 33 to 48 degreus; there was a
light deposit of frost on the morning
of the 2!Uh.
Sunnyslde, F A.
The weather was fair except
on the 3d; a high north wind blew
during the late afternoon and night of
the 2fth; the temperature dropped
to 34 degrees (the minimum for the
week) at 4 a, m., of the 29th.
Lincoln Co. Fort Stanton. J. E.
Bergman: There was no cloudiness
until the 3d; the night temperatures
were moderately low; some trees and
plants were nipped by the cold on the
mornings of the 26th and 27th. Cambray, J. S. Case: Practically all of the
week was calm, clear and pleasant.
Otero Co. Cloudcroft, John Hef-keThe weather has been fair and
the temperature moderately low.
Rio Arriba Co. Espanola, Frank
D, McBrlde: The weather waa cool
and fair until the 3d, when It was
cloudy and threatening.
San Juan Co. Bloomfield, Fred Le
Clerc: The week was very cold and
windy; the heavy frosts from the 25th
to the 28th of April caused considerable damage; the temperature fell
to 18 degrees on the morning of the
27th. Turley, Jay.furley: The 3d
was cloudy; the remainder of the
week was clew; the temperatures
were rather low, especially at the beginning of the week; there was high
wind on the 28th.
San Miguel Co. Los Alamos, Wm.
Frank, Sr.: The frost on the 26th and
27th did not cause a great amount of
Miss
Alice
damage.
Trcmentlna,
Blake: The week closed cloudy, but
clear weather prevailed on the majority of days.
Fe Co. Santa Fe, U. S.
Santa
Weather Bureau: The weather was
almost cloudless until the afternoon
of the 2d, when It began to grow
cloudy and threatening; on the 3d it
4, 1908.
was cloudy with a thunder storm.
Santa Fe, N. M., Tuesday, May 6 gusty went wind and intermittent
1908.
showers which were accompanied in
The weather was unseasonably cool, the forenoon by light hall and In the
except on the 2d, when the tempera afternoon by snow flurries; the temture was normal or slightly above, perature was below normal on all
days except the 1st and 2d; killing
frost occurred on the mornings of the
27th, 29th and 3d, and occasioned
considerable damage.
Sierra Co. Lake Valley, Wm. P.
Kell: The first five days were practically cloudless; on the 2d there waa
65 per cent of sunshine, but the 3d
was cloudy, with 0.05 Inch of precipitation up to 6 a. m.
Socorro Co. Rosedale, W. H. Martin: The nights were cool during the
first half of the week; on the 1st and
2d warmer weather prevailed, and the
highest temperature of the season (76
degrees) was recorded on the 1st.
Taoa Co. Taos, O. A. Dennis: The
weather was fair until the afternoon
of the 2d, but cloudy with some precipitation, thereafter; the temperatures were rather low; there was a
strong wind on the 28th.
Torrance Co. Mountainalr, M. E.
Donohue: The first six days of the
week were fair and the temperature
were moderate.
Valencia Co. Peralta, V. P.
The weather was clear until
the 2d; there was heavy frost on the
6
nights of April
and
and
several light frosts occurred thereafter; the frost caused considerable
injury to some vegetation: fruit, apparently, suffered little or no dam-kthere was a high wind on the
28th.
two-thir-
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THIS WAGON.

THE PARIS FASHION CO.
213 SOUTH SECOND STREET

Great Bargain Sale for Two Days
Friday and Saturday, May 8th and 9th
Ladies' Waists

up to 7.98
Regular value 1.50, 2.25,
3.00, 4.00 to J 6.00

BUILDERS'

Regular price 8.00 to 24.50

Silk Petticoats

Extraordinary

Made of imported silk in

Etc..
r

titan take the alternative of Roosevelt for

Sale

flowers, roses, violets, Alice
blue, white, pink and black.
Our prices from

In undermuslins and bridal
sets, in three and four pieces.

5.00 to 22.50

4.98 to 15.98

Regular prices 12.00 to 45.00

Regular price 9.00 to 25.00

Our prices from

RAILWAY FINDS WATER

GIVES NO GROUND

of
at lidon
Tluit Good Supply Can lie
Kecunxl at Small ComI,

KxMMiniontM

FOR DISPUTE

J.

C.

The endorsement upon the back of each check is evidence that
the party received payment.
This endorsement makes each check an Indisputable receipt for
the amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
Pay by check it's the safe way.
We offer exceptional advantages for checking accounts, both

Helen, N. M., May 7. (Special)
The Eastern Hallway of New Mexico
In excavating for Its water supply has
made huge wells thirty feet In diameter and over twenty-fiv- e
feet In
depth. As an experiment a pipe was
driven down In the center of the well
and in a few feet a vein of water waa
struck which spouts up above the top
of the well. While the test la not believed to be certain It Is believed that
there are good indications of an artesian supply of water underneath
the town and valley that can be had
for comparatively email expense. The
railway has now a aplendld supply
of good water for Its use In the round
house and yards.
John Becker, Jr. is recovering from
a serious spell of Illness.
The Felipe Chaves (Special school,
under the superintendency
of Miss
Edna Berger, and the public schools,
of which A. J. Smith la superintendent, will cloBe the spring terma May

large and small.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Lightning

AND

'

'

BALDRIDCE

Hay Presses

m&jh

22nd.

The cold weather and late frosts
have given the fruit crops somewhat
of a set back, but It Is not believed
that the damage so tar la extensive.
A slight thinning out of the large
yield now on the tree will give better
fruit.
K. O. Locke, the former popular
railway man of this place has decided
on making Mountainalr his home. He
will go Into the ranch and stock boal- iiess there.
Fred Scholle, encouraged by tha
good roada movement, lias purchased
an automobile. He will be able on
the valley roada to prove the practlca- billty of the 1908 models for heavy
roada.
The Helen Tribune, Wm. Berger,
proprietor, has been named by the
county commissioners of Valencia
county as the official organ of the
county.
DKESSEH

AND
DIST

IIA1K

CHIROPO-

PEERING and WALTER A. WOOD MOWERS
j

I
j

We are the Farm Machinery People and sell everything from a Garden Hoe to a Threshing Machine

J. Korber

h:

"OLD

'

423 South Ftrst

& Co.

BEUABLB."

Second Street

ESTABLISHED

1171.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE
fLUUK,

I

f

I
GROCER ?

AND PROVISIONS

UKAUM

largest and Moat Inclusive Stock of Staple OrecerlM la
th Southwest.

Carries th

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENTB.

ALBUQU1DRQUIJ,

N. U.

ocmoomoomoccmoomcom
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Montezuma Grocery 4 Liquor Co.
COPPER andjIHIRDjj

Imported

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Loaiber. Mierwin-WUIiaI"alnt None Hoi-to- r,
building faper, tUaur. Lime. Cement, Glass, Baah. Doors, Etc,
FAo.

AN ENDORSED CHECK

AT SMALL DEPTH

m

rallw--

4.00 to 12.00

In the latest fashions and
Colors. You can't beat them.

c;

suiortirig Tuft

from

26-2- 7,

25-2-

has auivmuoed lis Intention of

Panamas in black, blue, gray
and brown; mixtures in stripes;
Serges in plaids; Mohairs in
white and all the latest and
best colors made. Our prices

98c, 1.48, 1.98, 2.98

Mrs. Bambini, at ner pariora apposite the Alvarado and next door to
to give
fit urge' cafe, Is prepared
thorough scalp treatment, do halt
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Inmassage
She give
growing nails.
Kara
treatment and manicuring.
iiamblni's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the akin and
Improves the complexion, and U
guaranteed not to be Injurious, Bbe
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
prevents dandruff and hair fallMr. John Rlha of Vlnlng, ra., aayi: and out;
restores life to dead hair;
ing
"I have been selling DeWltt'a Kidney removes
molee, warts and superfluous
and Bladder Pills for about a year hair. Massage treatment by vlbratoi
and they rive belter satisfaction than machines. For any blemish of tht
any pill I ever sold." Sold by J. H face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
O'RIelly Co.
A Callfornlan'a Iuck.
"The luckiest day of my life waa
Pal Pinto Wells Vtnera? Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask when I bought a box of Bucklen'a Aryour grocer for It
nica Salve;" write Charles F. Budahn
of Tracy, California. "Two Z5c boxes
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup cured me of an annoying case of itchdoes not constitjiate, but on the other ing piles, which had troubled me for
hand Its laxative principle
gently yeara and that yielded to no other
move the bowel.'.
Children like It. treatment." Sold under guarantee at
Sold by J. II. OTtielly Co.
all druggists.

iiuukt term.

Voileblack, blue and brown;

r:

Kem-pcnlc-

Wall Stnv

For ladies and misses in

Our price

Man-zanare- s:

--

nTOrSl

Skirts

In lace, net and silk, lingerie
and lawns.

De-Pu- e:

SOME LARGE PASSENGERS FOR THE BAND WAGON
THANK HEAVEN THE
TRUSTS WONT CROWD
US COMMON PEOPLE

ALL CARS TRANSFER TO

and Domestic

Groceries

and

Liquors

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Hottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.
)

Phone 1029
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ALBUQtmiQUE CITIZBll
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KNIGHTS 0F COLUMBUS

OF COURSE HE IS CONTENTED

Insist on

10

Bread

Butternut

VISIT VEGAS

in i

Car to
Was
ker
MaKo the
Interesting Event.
Have

Will

Private

There is never a question as to
the absolute purity and health-fulne-

ss

Every Morntog at 7
O'clock.

O

As a result of the meting of the
Men's
Knights of Columbus at
night It has been t.c finitely
hull la-deride, that A'iucii rque will send i
big (li b 'gallon to Las Vi g :is Sunday.
degree work
In
May 24, to assist
which the Las Vegas couik.1 will ex1

PUFFS

OUR CREAM

Phone 597

202 East Central

bcxxxxxxoouoocxxxxxxxxxxxx.

Near.y 100 Knights of Columbus
evening and
Ratio n d at the hall la-from the reports whlrh leaked out today they certainly had a mos'. unusual
and a most pleasant evening.
business
Following the regular
Johnson
meeting over which J.
presided In the absence of Grand
Knight Martin Ticrncy. tho meeting
was turned Into a smoker and everyone w as ordered to have a g tod time.
They all did. W. K. Ryan, lecturer,
assisted by J. W. Presto!, P. J. Mc- Shane and H. Wallinghirst. took
charge of affairs.
Travers' First Rid)," 1 recitation
by A. Li. Martin, opened .he program
and made a hit. Mr. Martl.i received
merited applause.
K. F. Kerzman, a whistler, assisted
by Louis Gumbiner, idaiikt, gave a
number of clever selection. ii. a very
creditable manner and reie forced to
K. F.
respond to several enc jres.
Landolfl, a popular singer, rendered
several songs which met with favor.
Jle was also forced to r'pond to en
cores each time he stng. Mr. and
Mrs. Hanlon sang several duets. Each
time they sang they viev. recalled by
applause, and the Knight kept them
singing as long as poelb.
The climax of the moker came
when a couple of lads, llh more en
ergy than science, fought a bout with
gloves. The scrap wai spirted enough
for the occasion, and wmle do de
cision was given, popular sentiment
was about evenly divided.
O. N. Marron spoke on tne "Duties
of a Knight of Columbus," on which
he Is authority.
Several applicants were tben put
through the "famous fifth degree
and Will Keleher, the only candidate
available to qualify, was pu. through
the sixth. Keleher waped alive.
The Knights of Columbus announce
that all those desiring to ko to Las
Vegas on May 24 wi'l leave titer
names either at the office of P. F
at Bv
McCunna or with A. S.
eritt's store.

mm

Summer Squash

Egg Plant
New Potatoes
Tomatoes
Cucumbers
Strawberries
Blackberries
Belle Springs Butter
2 pounds for 65c.

MALOY'S
PHONE 72

Aerdome
THEATER
Cor. Second and Lead

Will Open
Thursday Evening

8

Entire Change of Program
Mondays and Thursdays

10

'

MM

i

STRONG BLOCK
0K500X5X50jO0XDX3JO
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FOR 1908
system of refrigeration and most
Finest automatic
reliable, practical, medium priced refrigerators on the market
dry-a- ir

lljgpj!

fan
LoE

ARE

GREATLY

SOME MEATY

GUARDS
IMPROVED

Adjutant ;ciierol Minsctl Willi Slum-luof Citizen Soldiers al Last

g

Motion

QUESTIONS

BEFORE JUDGE A8B0TT
AtJailmHiit of $1,000 Involved in
Hotel Chs- - From Socorro Tukrtt
Al lent Ion of llie Court.

White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers

ROLLER SKATES
ALL SIZES.

Everything in the Hardware Line.
Farm Implements of All Descriptions.
General Agents Studebaker Vehicles.

I

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
O4oo4o

c4K)oos

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
K)m
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Whether Ignea Roeckler

was Max
of Roeckler Rros., proprie-

Boerkler
tors of the Park house at Socorro, or
whether Igneg Roeckler was Fred
Roeckb-r- ,
and whether Simon Stern
of this city, holding a note for $1,400
made over to him by Price Bros.,
merchants of Socorro, and signed by
the Roecklers, has a right to $1.00ii
mm x
A LBUQUKRQUK
or more money deposited in a local
few
a
Rros.,
are
by
Roeckler
bank
questions that Judge Abbott is endeavoring to answer, after listening
to a number of witnesses who testl- and
f!ed In a suit hy attachment In the
yesterday
court
after
Second district
noon.
The Roeckler brothers were fresh
from the Fatherland when they land- WE DMJVrlR THE UOODS.
d in Socorro a year or so ago ami
took hold of the Park house with a
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
view of making a good hotel out of it.
HUSBAND DESERTS
Don't mean simply that your orso they snld. The people of the Oeni
The Roecklers ders are filled at your door if you like,
Cltv were delighted.
WOMAN were distinguished looking people, but that you get as good an article
ALBUQUERQUE
and made a hit with the Gem Cliy made from flour as the best of bakers
populace, despite a slight defect In
'OfcC")C5JCs0sC5sC)OBOfcOC)fcCD 1to JCiCDsOCifcCJfcCft'sOfcDB
tongues when speaking the Eng can turn out. We satisfy all reasontheir
AsMOoitatlon
Itt'iiovolt'iil
able demands for bread, rolls, cake,
lish language.
Take Cliaiuu of Cwte Will You
MARKETS
TELEGRAPHIC
According to witnesses the'Boeck- - pies and all kinds of pastry.
Help to Furnish a 1 louse For a
lers had plenty of money on the wa
from the old country and when It
Woman Who Must
KH'lUT.
of Socorr
the merchants
arrived
Children?
Snpisirt Small
St. Loui, May T. .Spelter weak.
would get theirs. With the anticlpa
$4.60.
tlrn of the arrival of the ship from
Following several clashes with the Ciermany. the merchants were very
IjoiiIsi
Wool.
St.
207 South First St
police and a few other stunts, a for liberal with their credit. Then then
St. Louts. May 7. Wool dull, u
mer railroad man has deserted his came
moments
of apprehension
changed,
Uenevo
wife and the
which were by no means dispelled by
lent Association has Uiken charge of the disappearance one nipht of th
.
The Metal
the poor woman, who has several Roecklers. Including a sister w'no had 1
firm, small
May 7. Lead
New York.
children.
come from Germany shortly after th
1
2
4
$4.20(fi 4. 25; lake copper quiet.
The association has requested The brothers.
When the merchants of
12c; sliver. b2c.
Citizen to make an appeal for fur Socorro looked in at the Park house
niture in order that a rooming and one morning and found It empty
Money Market.
boarding house may be established they looked at each other to see w hich
New York, May 7. Money on call for the destitute woman. In which
the larger sack. Some way It
easy, 1 w I per cent; prime mercan she can make a living for her children. held
was
discovered
that one of the Roeck
3
tile paper,
U44.
nann- - Is not lers had deposited quite
While the woman-large sum
made public, still her case has been if money in an Albuquerque bank and
Grain ami Provisions.
thoroughly Investigated by the society
money was
7.
Chicago,
May
Wheat May, and by the police. She Is a deserving theThe plaintiff attached.
alleges that a person
ALBUQUERQUE BROWNS
90 'e.
$1.024; July, 90
x00Osx3sxsxsxsosk)sD
woman w ho has gone through a great appearing in the suit as Ignes Roeck64
H
Corn May, 73S,c; July,
everything
done
and
trouble
of
deal
Is no other than Max Roeckler.
ler
vs.
64 He.
to assist her will be charity of the The money was deposited in the name
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
July, 45V4c.
Oats May, 64
real kind.
of Fred Roeckler & Co., and It is
BARELAS GRAYS
W.
Pork May, $13.40; July. $13.60.
3U-31She does not ask for money but further alleged that Max Roeckler Is
Wttt Sllrir Avbu0
Ijnrd May. $S 45; July, $8.62H.
only wants a chance to work. She can a part "f the company.
All of thl
Albuqumrque,
N. M.
TELEPHONK 37
Kiba May, $7.07V; July, $7,326.
not leave her baby to take employ- the defendant disputes, claiming mat
AT TRACTION PARK
the
away
hence
and
own
from
home
ment
he is no other than his mother's
Cliiiwgo UvewUx-k- .
society has decided to fit up a room
Chicago, May 7. Cattle, receipts ing house for her. The woman, be child, Ignes Roeckler.
GIVE US A CHANCE
about 7.&00; steady to hade lower fore she married the man w ho has
Reeves, $4.757.25; Texans, $.60(U now deserted her, was a cook and for
Cal'ed
2:30
at
Game
5.50; w esterns, $4.65 6.00 ; stockers a number of years she conducted a
to figure on that bill of lumber.
and feeders, $3,70 45.75; cows and boarding house. She believes she can
Our lumber comes from our owa
BIG CROWD
heifers, $2.50416.60; calves, $5.60(0' be successful In that sort of an unmills located In the best body of
6.00.
dertaking now,
timber in New Mexico.
Sheep, receipts about 16.000; weak
every one Hoi-m- - I
society
desires
that
The
Its Owner but a Vo- THE PASSION PLAY
A large stock
of
dry spruce
to 10c lower.
Westerns, $4.006 10 who can give an article of furniture
lunteer Manlcrvd tlio Animal.
dimension on hand. Why not buy
yearling.-- , $6.15(16.75; lambs, $5,504
towards furnishing a house, do so.
7.60; westerns, $5.60 7.60.
the best when It Is Just a oheapT
Anything will be acceptable from a
AT THE CRYSTAL
A fractious horse, a poorly girthed
It will pay you to look Into this.
cracked cup to a lace curtain. Any saddle, a poor rider and a good rider j
New York Slocks.
ne having furniture for such a puramusement
twenty
minutes
furnished
wer
Following
New York, May 7.
pose can dispose of it by simply leav
pedestrians near
The Passion Play pictures continue
clo.-in-g
quotations on the stock ex lug the name and address at The Citi- for a large crowd ofavenus
RIO GRANDE LUMBbH GO.
corner
and Third to attract and please gooily crowds
of
the
tiold
change today:
zen office or at the home of Mrs.
5:30
o'clock.
evening
at
street
last
I
A mul.
'op er
Phcni 8. Cor. 3ri and Marquette
stadt. The society will send for all
bay, at the popular Crystal. There Is no
The horse was a beautiful
824 Articles of furniture.
Athcison
a kindly .eye. doubt that this Is the finest film ever
and
with
coat
sleek
a
70
do. preferred
The turned nut and that the subject, the
but young and unbridle-wi.s101
New York Central
poor rld'-rwho refused to divulge lite of Christ
US
Pennsylvania
lrom His birth to His
COLOMBO THEATER
The
his name, was the owner of the horse
84
,
Southern Pacific
made ascension. Is tae most universal that
The
animal
master.
but
its
not
13
Union Pacific
mere
s
a
a few lunges ami set the man on his could be conceived of.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MIL
36
17. S. Steel
provided for head in the treet, causing a slight work of art these wonderful pictures
MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
The entertainment
100 V4
do. preferred
abpatrons of Colombo theater for this wound on the forehead from which please the fastidious and as an
IN THE CTO
MILL
OLDEST
THE
CHILDREN'S SHOES....
and
The man sorbing heart story they hold
week Is one of the best yet offered the blood flowed freely.
When In nel of saslu door, framr
KaiiHOH City LivetftiK'k.
a, soul and who
who
moment
all
a
the
have
charm
was
after
for
specialty.
a
by
management
popular
diied
of
work
Hotwiring A Specialty.
that
the
Screen
etc
line
reMay
7.
Cattle,
Kansas City,
fall, and had to be picked up. After have tile power of appreciation.
South Hrt street. Telephone
ceipts i.ouo including 200 southerns; amusement house.
NORTH
I0S
flRST STRICT
11
wit
Hundreds of thousands have
of Its load the animal
The first number, "All Rabl and r:d linn Its.
steady. Southern steers, $4.6041 6.50;
was caught. The n eased them throughout the western
Is
whirled
around
and
an
excellent
Thieves,"
Forty
the
CO
&
cows,
W. L. TRIMBLE
$3.25 46.oo; Mockers
southern
portrayal of the "Arabian Nights", owner arose from the dust iu tho country since the Franc company's
and feeders, $3.5045.75; bull, $3.50 story.
- advent Into this territory last DeTHIRD BTKEET
collecting
faeulhis
street
and
the
of
after
number
In
second
the
no
6.
41 6.00;
4i
western
calves, $3.75
courage,
a few thousand from AlbuAND
SALE,
summoning
a
FEKD
little
cember
In
LIVERY.
program
ties
and
the
Incidents
various
the
cows.
6.K5;
western
steers, $5.1:,
STABLES.
THAN SF
(ioebel murder and the trial of Caleb endeavored to gain his seat on the querque alone and a few more thou$3 7541 5.60.
Rut the horse sands will have a chance to see them
Hogs, receipts 17,000; 64f 10c lower. Powers are vividly brought out on the horse's bai k again.
next
Sun Horses and Mules Bougat and Bs
before they are taken off
fatal shot, the shied
All KlntlM of Presto and Bah Me .
Rulk of sales, $5. 3541 5 45; heavy, screen, showing theLexington
changed.
In
the day night.
There was a commotion
and the
SU-Sausage Factory.
$5,404! 5.50; packers and butchers, arrest of Powers at
every
aftergiven
be
to
will
A man glided
the
front.
during
crowd.
Matinees
In
the
room
scenes
court
the
41
6
pigs,
$5,204(
light,
40;
$5.35 5.50;
IN
EMIL
RLIENWORT
CIT
TOUIUJOUTS
THB
BEST
engagement
two
said.
and
noon during the
several trials. "The old Maid's In- "I't me ride that horse," he
$3 7541 4 25.
every Second Street between Central aa Masonic Building. North Thirl Stre
given
be
will
he
had
cut
were
md
is
performances
limbs
clean
His
numbet,
as
is
comic
a
heritance"
Mutstxady
6.000;
Sheep, receipts
Copper Avenue.
anc"
both the telltale boots of a cowman. lie night to accommodate al) the people.
tons, $5.001i 5. 0; lambs, $0,0017.25; "The Amateur Juggler,"
laugh- grabbed the bridle and attempted the These, the only genuine, authorized
range wethers, $4 754.1 5.50; fed ewes, these numbers cau shouts of grownFuuuJ a Burro.
mount. The saddle slipped. He reproductions of the Oberammergau
ter froaii both children and
$4.2541 5 26.
The owner of a mouse colored burups.
The illustrated songs, "When tightened the girths, and vaulted Into religious drama, are shown all over
and the seat. The horse ran tor a block the country for 25 and 60 cents, but ro, gentle of disposition, about three
RAMBROOK BROS.
Insist upon DeWltt's Witch Hasel the Wild Rose Blooms Again"
are and then came back as docile as a rarely appear as at the Crystal for years old, may have the same by call- Phone 6e.
Fall,"
Moonbeams
the
"When
piles.
M.
Salve. It is especially good for
lia JohnBeat
Ueorge 10, 20 and SO cents. An espoclal ing at the stock yards and paying for
was
black
man
in
The
screen
burro.
on
and
pictured
the
beautifully
horses a specialty.
Saddle
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly Co.
drivers In the city. Proprietors mi
well sung by Miss Calvin, assisted by Murray, a mounted policeman from matinee price of 10 end 20 cents Is the expense of advertising and
"badle," the ylculc wagon.
being made.
Kcttntr, N. M.
Miss Craig on the piano.
Subscribe for The Clt'.seo.
Adjutant General Tarklngton, who
the city to attend the laying of
the corner stone of the new armory,
said that the recent Inspection of the
National Guard of New Mexico re- ealed a very much Improved condi
i ne
tion of the territory's guards.
department has eight bodies Including
the First Regiment band. Three or
these bodies are in Albuiiueniue the
band and two companies. All are In
first class condition. Captain NLssen,
who made the recent inspection for
the government, said that the local
companies were as well drilled as his
regular troop. He said that some of
the guards had more military sense
than some of the regulars.
Is in

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
nfw

Excursions
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g

Pioneer Bakery,

Baseball

First National
Bank

City and return $37.60, May
23rd. Return limit June 8,
No stopovers allowed.

KaiiHUN

lath to

Salt iMke City and return $31.95,
8, 7, and 8, return limit 60 days
from date of sale. Stopovers allowed
on return trip.

June

OklalHMiia City and return $33.90
May 16. 17. 18 and 19. Limit 30 days

from date of sale. Continuous passage
in each direction.
apply to

--

two- -

The very cutest. Call at the
WhlLson Music Co.'s store. Mr. Whit- son will be pleased to play it for you,
New stock of sheet music Just

step.

have opened an oftice at Su- wanee, N. M., for the purpose of
aiding land seekers in locating
homesteads and desert land en- tries. I have conveyances and
am prepared to show patrons
over thu lands at any time. Can
furnish all information concern- Ing land entries of all kinds.
Wire requests for services via
Laguna. Agent for 8. F. P. R. R.
R-- O. MARMON.
lands.
Civil Engineer; County Surveyor
of Valencia County.
I
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Die
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Don't Forget

P.MATTEUCCI

'

;

MM.

$250,000

J. PATTERSON

,

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

Capital anaj
Surplus

United States
Depository

M

'c;

SCWANKK AKTESUN

ico

surplus, $100,000

capital

GAME

old Faithful."
"Old Faithful," march and

White Frost

Come to our store and let us show you the very latest and
without doubt the most elegant, serviceable, economical and
sanitary Automatic Refrigerator on the market.
All sizes. Trices right.
T

8

TheLatest

RED HOT

cents

For further particulars

White Frost

:

JUST RECEIVED.
SAYS NATIONAL

Refrigerators

tartar powder
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High Grade

In buying baking powder examine the
label and take only a brand shown
to be made with cream of tartar.

m

F. H. STRONG

P.

Noii-Setarl-

O'CLOCK

Admission

'

Tet-gie- r

Continuous Performance
Every Evening, Starting

AT

u

The poisonous nature of alum is
so well known that the sale of
and whiskey concondiments
taining it is prohibited by law.

m

Everything the Market Affords

a

,i r

Its fame is world wide
No alum ; no phosphate of lime

U

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

O

A pure, cream of

ty.

MALOY'S

r

AKIHG POltfD

emplify at "iat time.
A "ommitlec was appointed by the
Knights last evening and b.i a rcsu!'
the Santa Fc mil way hn Informed
the Knights that If fifty f lh m wl.
make the trip to Ims Vegas they can
travM in a private car ai a rate of
one anil h third for the rjund trip.
There an enough Knights anxious to
go to make the private car a certain-

French Bakery

i

PRFAM

-t

TBY

See our Window for Special Prices

oi food raised with

Trip-Smo-

Hot Rolls

For his Library was
furnished by Strong

j it

1

SUNDAY

AND
Look for the Label

4.

Cri

til

Meat Market
Highland Livery

I
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"T?JncAssortmcnt of

Ja panese, China and
American Fiber::::::
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Shades

ft' 7i

New Designs

The only really satisfactory shades are the
VUDOR, for they throw
the porch into cool, mel-lo- w
shadow, without makPORCH SHADES ing it too dark for practical use, excluding the
same time permitting
the
at
sun s scorching beams, and
perfect circulation of the summer breeze.
Tha.Most Comfortable PUca
ia Ui Houie."

A full line cf Art Squares
....and Carpets....

Rights

Prices

Cash or Payments

w"' tnd

Futrelle Furniture Co.

Vladuct

joooooooooooo oooooooooooco
REASONS WHY

Ull li and sec

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

PREPARATO'Y DEPARTMENT GRADUATES

ORATORICAL CONTEST

J. H. O'Rielly.

OF

Scc'y and Gen. Mgr.

UNUSUAL
INTEREST

HOTELS AND RESORTS
any of the pi acrs advertised in this column und for descriptive literature,
call nt The Citizen office m write to the Advertising
Miinueer. Albuquerque Citizen. Albuquerque, N. M.

For information concfrniiiir

Contest Between Varsity Students Draws Large Crowd-Oratio- ns
Well Given.

Rfwnlshad'

Ramedalad

When in Los Angeles stop at the

U. S. HOTEL
JOHN

O. ALTHOUSE

168 N. Main St., Los Angeles, Cal.
From S.JIepot take EUROPEAN PLAN 50c. UP

Brooklyn Ave. Cars;
from Salt Lake and
Santa Fe l)exits take
First St. curs to Main,
then one Muck north.

Restaurant Connected
Special Kates by the Week
or Month

7
FIRST STREET,
SAN DIECO. CAL.
VB CVRK ALL DISEASES WITHOUT DKUCiS OR OPERATION.
Booklet yiviny information can be had at offices of this paper or by writing
m. a. lesem, manager, knei
samtariiin, sam dieco, cal.

2456-6-

KNEIPP SANITARIUM

American Plan

Hotel Delaney

Transient Met It. 33o.

Cor. 5th St. and Central Ave.

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner served
PHONE 473

ti 'gular Board.

Two very successful and Interesting
functions of the University commencement exercises occurred last
night and this morning.
The first
was the fourth annual oratorical contest, held at the Klks' opera house.
This was, taken all through, the most
successful contest of the kind the
school had held. The opera house wag
well filled when the exercise began
and the program was thoroughly
by everyone. The flrt number
was a selection by the Ladles' Olee
club. Their singing was excellent.
This is a comparatively new organization and hist night was their first
public appearance.
Its succesi places
the lce club on a firm footing as an
established Varsity organlatiozn.
The first speaker In the contest was
Mr. Roy A. Baldwin. The subject of
his oration was "The Social Conflict."
It was a philosophical tituily into the
question of labor and capital.
His
composition was forceful and eloquent
while his delivery was almost perfect.
The Judges were almost unanimous
In awaril.'iig first place to him.
The second contestant wax Mr. Win.
Wroth, who took for his subject, "Japan, a Uislng Nation."
His oration
was very smooth and effective and
his delivery pleasing. Mr. Allen Keller followed with a very well written
oration on the Immigration question
Hi
entitled. "A National
composition a. excellent and his delivery graceful and effective.
"The
Government"
Evolution of Popular
was the subject of Mr. Harvy H.
oration. He was given second honors by the Judges. Mr.
oration was a very clear and
brilliant production and he delivered
It In a very enthusiastic
manner. The
last oration was entitled, "Dangerous
Indifference." by Mr. Kred Browning.
He made a very practical and
at the same fervid appeal for the
preservation of our national forest.
The last number on the program
was a selection by the Glee Cluj quartet. They completely captivated the
audience and were encored several
times. The solo of Miss ICstella de
Tul!lo was especially well received.
The Judges on thought and composition were Mr. A. B. Mc.Villln, Kev.
W. J. Marsh and Kev. K. M. Chapman, wnd those on delivery were Miss
Josephine I'ursoiis. M. K. Hickey and
A. I. Martin.
In every way the program was a
credit to the school anil tht? clergymen, Insurance agents and lawyer-unde- r
whose patronage the contest
wj held are to be commended for
making it possible.
After the contest the winner tendered a splend.d banquet at Sturges'
to his competitor and several invited
guests.
This morning on the University
campus occurred the Senior class day
exercises. The clear, bright atmosphere brought
large crowd of people up from the city to attend these
exercises. At 10 o'clock a procession
was formed anil led by the four graduates. Miss Fleda Smith and Messrs.
Tascher, Keller and Selph, they visited the various buildings and places
of Interest on the campus, at each of
which the different members of the
class made speeches and bade farewell to all the spots whl.h association had made so dear to them. The
procession halted north of the administration building, where the new assembly hall will be located, and with
appropriate ceremonies laid the corner stone of the buUdlng. In the
metal casket under the stone was en
Me-.ace-

93 par waak

Fer-gusso-

.STONE HOTEL
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
M

tlUtfCt
. -w

'? 4, w

'.i.'
i
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ORIGINAL
pi

BATH HOUSES

l

Statre line from Bernalillo
lo Jeme. Hot Springs in
one day. Strife leaves Bernalillo Tuesday A Saturday

TICKETS SOLD AT
W.

L.

TRIMBLE'S

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
A. C. Bilicke

LOS ANGELES

TWO NEW ELEVTORS
NEW EIRE. PROOFING

John

S. Mitchell

NEW FURNITURE

NEW PLUMBING
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season for the
.Convenience, Comfort and Safety of our Guest.

Headquarters for New Mexico
All Elccii ii' Cars to Mountain aud Beach Resorts stop at our door.
car to and from all railway dejaito. lhe Mullcabeck Cafe Is mora popular

l?g

pro-

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has pai! all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Lawsjof
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.
President.

Heap we Cm Mike.Yocr Porcb SiJdg

now

ALBERT FABER

Of New Mexico and Arizona

Joshua S. Raynolds,

Porch

flcr

Direct
than ever.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

j

closed a U. N. M. song oook, a copy
of the Mirage, the year book of 190S,
a catalogue of the school, a copy of
the last i.ssue of the U. N. M. Weekly,

J

VETERANS

copies or the Albuquerque Morning
Journal and Albuquerque Daily Citizen, an invitation to the University
commencement exercises for U08,
with the cards of the members of the
class, a card bearing the name of the
building, a class pennant ind an iris
flower, the flower of the class. After
the laying of the corner stone, Mr.
Allen Keller broke a bottle of Coyote
water as a typical New Mexico beverage over It and christened the new
building Kodcy hall, In honor of the
Hon. Bernard Flodey, who Introduced
the bill in the territorial legislature
twenty years ago-fothe establishment of a territorial university. The
exercises were thoroughly enjoyed by
the large crowd who had assembled
to witness them.
Tonight the Alumni association will
hold Its annual meeting. Dinner will
be served at the Alavarado
at 7
and this will be followed by a
program and ball at' the Woman's
club hall.
The. commencement exercises close
tomorrow night with the graduation
exercises in Klks' theater. Chancellor
Frank Strong of Kansas university
will deliver the address.
His reputation as a speaker Is wort
and
the building will no doubt le crowded
to hear him.

NEW

Let Us Show You the

Best Typewriter on Earth
OO
$65.
Typewriter

DEDICATE

Albuquerque

ARMORY

2tB wear
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Ceremonies Witness Laying of Corner Stone
by Grand Army.

avbnuk

Plumber

PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFIfTING
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .

The corner stone of Albuquerque's

401 West Central Ave.

Phone 1020

new convention hall and armOVy was
laid this afternoon with all due cere-

mony and solemnity, with the dignity
worthy of the auspicious
occasion.
Commander McDonald, of the Grand
Army of the Republic, officiated over
thu rftnnl
of lh. urirH n ly.H t ion
having to do with the placing of the
stone and the placing In the stone of
a small box, containing records of
various organizations and public tec- -

o'c-loc-

H. COX, The

.

Impressive

central

Exchange

t XXXXDOOOt
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BEST MEiLS

orris.

Fully A thousand people assembled
IN CITY
at the corner of Silver avenue and
Fifth street and. with bared heads,
celebrated the occasion. Military music tilled the air, a large number of
high school children sang national
airs and speeches were made by well
known orators.
HARWOOD INSTITUTE
The lalng of the corner stone was
DOCXXXXXXXXX3CJCXXXXXXXXXXXX)
, under the auspices of the Grand Army
HAS SUCCESSFUL YEAR of the Republic. The ceremonies be-- I
gan with a parade, w hich formed at
of Teeh
Odd Fellows hall on South Second Full
S1.&0 op
prin- Gold Filling
through
the
inarched
street
and
I'royrnni
by Young Iditliett cipal
.lcn
Gold
Crowns
ft
city
new
to
of
the
streets
the
Marks C'Iom- - of Term's Work.
annul), led by the First Regiment PaJnlew Extracting .... Mc
band.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
The following Interesting program
Fifty veterans of the Civil war
was given this afternoon oy the young
marched in the paiade, escorted by
ladies of the Harwood Institution on Companies
K and G of the National
North Fourteenth street. Thu exer- Guurd, in khukl
uniform. The High
cises mark the closing of a year that School cadets and the cadets from the
has been characterized by a larger Albuquerque Indian school took part
attendance and higher standard of in the parade. Mayor Lester had made
work than any year previous In the the afternoon a half holiday by proc- Hits. OOPP and PETT1T.
history of the Institution.
Lla malion and many of the stores were
ROOM 13. y T. AAMIJO BT.DG
Kol. owing is tlie program:
closed In honor of the occasion. PaHibb- reading by school.
triotic decorations marked the line of
1'raycr.
march.
Upper Grades
Hunter's Song
The program followed out at the
Recitation
Kstella Maldonado site of the new building follows:
1. wer Grades
lilrd Song
Reading of order of Governor
' 416 NORTH SKtXJXD ST.
Towser's Growl
First Grade George Curry, by J. G. Caldwell, adl'iano solo
Anita Candelarla jutant, G. K. Warren Post.
Hecitatlon
Leonidas Montoya
Address, Mayor Felix II. Lester.
EXTRA ATTRACTION
Vocal soU
Ramona Brown
Hymn "America," sung by the High
l'iano solo
Crlsanta Duran School Glee club, Miss Caroline A.
Next Week, May 4 to 10
Recitation
Lucy Romero Strong, directress.
Vocal solo, "Baby '. .Carloteta Salazar
Address by Hon. II. B. Fergusson.
Piano solo
Mlsa Alia Rlelly
The reading of the Grand Army i
The Goebel
Brownies' Song....
First Grade ritual and address by W. W. McDon- - '
Piano duet
The Misses Rlelly aid, commanding the department of
and Triala of Caleb Power
Trio. "The Sugar Plum Tree"
One of tlie most Complete and
New Mexico.
Sofia M est os, Anita C., J. Montoya
Realistic Stories Ever Set Forth
Song,
"Star Spangled Banner,"
May Song
Chorm High School Gle club.
or Atuinpted on the Screen of a
May Pole Iance
Upper Grades
Moving Picture Theater.
Address by Colonel Moses L. Stern
of the governor's staff.
Song, "Rattle Hymn of the RepubMotion Pictures
WHO
lic," High School Glee club.
Illustrated Songs
by George S.
Short addresses,
Klock, O. N. Marron, Colonel W. S.
(iKNKKAL ADMISSION 10c.
Introduced French drv cleaning In Hopewell and Colonel Ralph
E.
KKKEKVKl) SKATS
Albuquerque?
THE I3UOWN. Twltuhell, chairman and secretary of
.
WHO
the board of control of the Sixteenth
3.
Matinees,
SatWednesday,
m.
p.
Stopped the cleaning and pressing National Irrigation congress.
urday, Sunday.
going out of our city to Denver, Loa
The veterans attending
the enB-- 9
KVMNINQ
campment were entertained at dinner
Angelej snd other cities?
THE BROWNS. uy Lite vt omaii s iieuvi i;orps louay. XJ0Oaa090asOeKinasf"AnttOasriAr'
The dinner was well cooked and well
WHO
Guarantees not to shrink, fade and served and the veterans were enter- spots not to come back?
talned In the very best style.
B. II.
& Co.
The encampment closes tonight
TUB BROWNS.
with a oamp (ire, which promises to
WHO
be well attended.
Knows how to do
cleaning that leaves a finish and
HEAVY RAINS IN INDIANA.
newness to the garment that no
Madison, lnd.. May 7. Heavy rains
other process can produce? No again
flooded this locality last night,
one within a thousand miles but
livestock and washing out ALVARADO
PHARMACY
TUB BROWNS. drowning
bridges. In the northern part of the
WHO
city
Ave,
Corner
Gold
were
houses
Inundated.
and 1st St.
cut prices, but does the work
better than trie other fellows?
TOO
LATE
TO
CLASSIFY.
TUB BROWNS.
FOR SALK Cheap, a spring wagon, HIGHLAND PHARMACY
WHO
with top, nearly new. lid N. High.
Does the c'i anlng and repairing at
Occidental Building
818
W. Silver avenue, open day FOR RENT Four room house,' nice-l- y
furnished, close in; reasonable Bring Us Your Prescriptions
TUB BROWNri.
and night?
rent. Inquire 413 West Copper.
"Nuff Bed."
Goods called for and delivered. Secon- WANTEI-Co- ok
for small family at
lOl'PO.V'b JERSEY
d-hand
clothes bought and sold.
Olorleta, U. U. Apply at once at
FARM
Phone 451.
office. Grand Central hotel.
FOR PCRE ICE CREAM.

Columbus Hotel

I

8t

$8

Business Is Good
at our susre bectiiise we have tbst
prices to suit the times. Good goods

and low prices bring Customers,
SPECIAL THIS WEEK.
12 He raisins, 12 os pkg
10a
., 19s
12VxO sugar corn
3 10c cans of Libbys' soups.. i.
lis
3 12 os pkgs figs
tl
Nice meaty prunes, 3 lbs for.... It
Good quality roasted coffee I lb 10s
, We have
a good line of shoes and
px fords. Only less to pay here. It will
pay you to look at our waists sad
skirts. We know we can save yon
money.
Clothing for men and boys.
Men's work pants
II.
Mall orders solicited.

ft

122 North Saeoad
WM. DOLDK. Prop.

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAIMT
Feai,
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lbms Fire Yean.

One Gallon Coven 600 Square

1

JAP-A-LA-

408 Watt Railroad

-

Awamoa

COAL

Colombo Theatre

Tragedy

BUYERS' UNION

CASH

AMERICAN BLOCK,
CGKRUXOS

LCTbUF,

ANTHRACITE
Furnace,
Mixed.

A
SMITHING COAL
NATIVE KINDLE!.
FOR CASH ONLY.

CLEAN OAH COKE.

I

WOOD-

'

TELEPHONE

tl.

"

W. H. HAHN & GO.

Briggs

DRUGGIST

!

!n't

HKI.I.E SPRINGS II UTTER
J.

TOWN.

AT MALOY'S.

BEST

'

WOT itX.

AT.r.rQtTEKQTTK

CtTTZO.

TimWD.iT, MAT t.
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GREEK PRINCE NEW LAND OFFICE WORLD'S TENNIS CHAMPIONS
TO APPEAR IN

1

RULING

IN

PLAN TRIP TO THIS

OTriOTf ttt np
but JTvllLOUJL. 11 O

NOTHING TALKS

COUNTRY

EFFECT

DRAMA

WHEN ADVERTISING IS THE SUBJECT

Will Head 'Company Coming It Will Help Entrymen and Aid
to United States to Revive
Office In Certain Classes
of Entry.
Jnterestln Ancient Plays.

It is not hard for the business man to determine which of his adver-

Washington, May 7. Under the
terms of a new circular of the general
li'nd office, approved under date of
prll 30, 1 90S. Commissioner Fred
I'ennett of that ofllce Is preparing In
structlons under which in cases where
commutation proof upon homestead
enti les has been rejected and the cer
titicate and receipt Issued thereon
canceled leaving the original entry intact, subject to future compliance
with law and submission of new proof
the entrymen on making new commu
tation proof, will be permitted to re
ceive credit for the payment of purchase money, made when his original
j,
certificate issued.
Under the former practice, he was
required to make a new payment
when submitting the new proof, and
obtain the return of the money originally paid by application for repayment, which process necessarily Involved delay and in
many cases
forced homestead entrymen to borrow money with which to make payment upon the new proof.
The practice Inaugurated by the
new circular will not only relieve
homestead entrymen from annoyance
and expense, but will materially lessen the work of the land department
in this class of case.
It Is now probable that William J.
Huchanan, special commissioner of
ft-'the United States, and Senor Enrique
C. Creel, Mexican
ambassador to the
United States, will not .visit the five
capitals of the Central American Republics, as was originally
planned,
but will make a trip to Cartago, in
Costa Rica, to attend the opening of
the Central American court of Justice,
A. F. WILDING.
in June next. It was first planned to
Wilding, (lie Xew
and
have Mr. Huchanan and Ambassador It rook cm. the Australian, inlander,
who hold the
Creel spend about ten days In each Davis
cup, emblem of the internation
of the Central American capitals, and
championship,
have
make a call on the various presi- al lawn tenuis
that they will In all probdents to thank them for their sup- announced
port and participation in the Central ability come to Newport this yenr for
United States tennis tournament.
Ann lean peace conference held In the
They have never visited this country.
Washington last fall.
This plan was abandoned, It is believed, because of the strained relalauds nor lands In private ownershiD.
tion bit ween Mexico and Guatemala.
The secretary of the interior holds
NEW MrXlCO BILL
They will go. from Sallna Cruz, Mex- that
the reclamation act reeognl7.es
ico, on the United States gunboat but two
classes of lands for which
Albany to Punta Arenas, on the west
uter may be supplied from irriga
FAVORABLY REPORTED coast of Costa Rica.
tion works constructed under the pro
Prior to the passage of the law esof said act, that is lands sub- tablishing the . Interstate commerce visions
ect to homestead entry, and lands in
commission
and certain legislation In irivate ownership. If the title to
Autluirlty
IsMiing llonds to be
relation thereto railway construction lands
In Ituiltlliig ItrldKtK Vested
lying under any irrigation pro- had
progressed
In the line with the
in MewjMire. .Now In t
ect is not in the United States, such
development of business generally, unds,
so
they come wrthin the
but since that day, notwithstanding benefits offarthean act
must be consider- the enormous Increase of oapital red as lands
In private
ownershl.p
A bill to authorize the
issue of sources, the railway Industry has fall- The
reclamation act requires a pri
bridge bonds by the county of .Berna- en far below the agricultural Inter
vate owner of lauds receiving water
lillo, in the territory of New Mexico. ests.
from a government project to live
Be it enacted by the Senate and
From 1878 to 1887 the average on
the land or be an occupant of the
House of Representatives of the Unit- number of miles of railway constructand reside ln the neighborhood.
ed States of America in Congress as- ed annually was 7,015, but in the ten and
pon careful consideration
of the
sembled. That the county of Berna- years following the passage of this act
onditions the secretary made a liber- lillo, In the territory of New Mexico, tile average was only S.537. or a fallconstruction of this provision of
Is hereby authorized to Issue bonds to ing off of about 60 per cent. A
nor
neb amount as In the discretion of mal growth since 1887, to keep pace he law and fixed the limit of dis
its county commissioners may seem with the development of industries tance at 20 miles.
necessary, but not exceeding the sum normally, should show an average in
It Is feared by some state authorof one hundred thousand dollars, to excess of that which distinguished ities that this restriction will limit the
sale of the land and reduce the
be known as bridge bonds of the the earlier period. No less than
6
founty of Bernalillo, which bonds
miles of railway were constructed amounts realized.
On the other hand it Is conceded
hall bear interest at a rate not to In the very year, 187. in which the
xceed five per centum per annum, Interstate commerce act was passed; that the Investment by the governand shall be anjd for not less than par, since that time the largest year of ment of millions of dollars In these
the proceeds of such sale or sales to construction was 1888, when tne total projects has greatly Increased the
be used exclusively for the construca
only 6,900 miles. The total mile value, of land and developed a good
tion and repair of bridges across the age at the end of 1887 was H9.214; at market for them, w hich cost the state
Klo Grande within the limits of said the close of 106 the total mileage practically nothing.
The net result to the state is a
county. The said bond shall be pay- was 222.635 an increase during these
able In whole or in part at the option nineteen years of only 49 per cent, doubling of the selling value of the
of said county at any time after the while In the preceding nineteen years land. The restrictions may possibly
diminish the price slightly, but In
expiration of ten years from their is- the Increase had been 253 per cent.
sue, and shall become absolutely due
The secretary of the Interior has view of the great demand on all sides
and payable upon the expiration of just rendered an opinion on a ques for Irrigated land, and particularly
thirty years after their issue and the tion or great Importance to sections for choice lands Included In reclamaproper county authorities shall levy where state land Is Included in gov tion projects, the state In spite of this
each year after the issuance of said ernment irrigation projects. In many restriction will necessarily derive a
In
benefit
the
bonds at the time of levying other of the states the legislatures have greatly Increased
taxes, a tax sufficient In amount to passed laws providing for the sale of money from the sale of Its lands
Inprojects.
pay the Interest on said bonds for state land In conformity with the pro- within reclamation
ach year, the proceeds of such tax visions of the reclamation act, and quiries from homeseekers for Inforto be devoted exclusively to the pay- have provided that title shall not pass mation concerning the opportunities
ment of such Interest; and after the from the state until the requirements in the west to obtain land under Irriexpiration of fifteen years from the of ttie reclamation act have been ful gation projects are being received at
the Washington office of the recladate of the issue of said bonds the filled.
aid county authorities shall provide
Then- - has been much discussion of mation service at the rate of more
than a hundred a day and It Is bellev.
m sinking fund by taxation for pay the question of residence in this con
ment of said bonds at their maturity, nection, the state land board In some ed that there will he no trouble In
snd shall annually levy a tax for that cases claiming that a distinction INpnsing of these state lands at a
purpose sufficient to produce at least should be made in the administration fair price.
Aside from this, great benefit will
part of the principal of of the reclamation act between lands
in private ownership and lands under accrue to the state In the Increased
said bonds.
Sec. I. That at any time after the contract by purchase from the state, revenue resulting from taxation. Such
expiration of ten years from the issue the latter being neither government a benefit arises even in the case of
lands which are homesteaded and
of said bonds the proper county offiwhich are not taxable until title has
cers of said county are authorised, in
been earned by the entrymen.
This
their discretion, to refund the Inarises from the fact that the influx
debtedness evidenced by said bonds:
of a large population Increases the
Provided, That they can do so at a
value of all adjoining patented land,
lower rate of Interest than that fixed
for the original Issue.
of the WelMnfonneil of the World" has stimulates the development of towns,
increases the amount of business and
Mr. Andrews, from the committee
on the territories, submitted the fol- always been for a Minnie, pleasant and all taxable properties respond Immeefficient liquid laxative remedy of known diately In increased valuations.
lowing report:
The committee on the territories, to value; a laxative wuicn phyiciaua could
Btate of Ohio, City of Toledo, l.ucas
whom was referred the bill (H. R. (auction
for family use because its comCounty, sa:
17.98!) "to authorize the Issue of
J. Cheney makes osth that he
bridge bonds by the county of Berna- ponent parts are known to them to be Is r'rank
senior partner of the firm of K. J.
lillo, in the territory of New Mexico." wholesome and truly beneficial in effect, Cheney St Co., doing business ln the
City of Toledo, County and Btate aforehaving had the same under considerasaid, and that said firm will pay the
tion report It back with the recom- acceptable to the system and gentle, yet sum of ONW
HUNDKWD DUl.l.AKS
for each and every case of Catarrh
mendation that it do pass.
prompt, in action.
that cannot be cured by the use of
The consent of Congress to the IsIn supplying that demand with its ex- Halls' Catarrh Curs.
suance of the bond is necessary
FRANK J. CHUNKY.
Hworn to before me and subscribed
the county can not bond Itself, cellent combination of Syrup of Tigs and
my presence, this 6th day of Decemunder the law, to the amount requirvir of Senna, the California l ig Syrup In
ber, A. U.. IsM.
ed, $100,000.
A. W. GLKAHON,
Co. proceeds along ethical lines and relies
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Cm
Mall
re Is taken Internalof
on
Catarrh
the merits the laxative for iu remark- ly,
When your foofl seems to nauseate
and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surface of ths system.
taka Kodol. Take Kodol now and un- able success.
Bend
free.
til you know you are right again.
That is one of many reasons why tor F.testimonials
CO.,
J.
CliKNKY
Toledo,
O.
There Isn't any doubt about what It
Bold by all Druggists. 7Sc
'l ake Hall a Family
will do and you will find the truth of Syrup of Figs and IJixir of Senna is given
Pills for
this statement verified after you have tho preference by the Well Informed.
used Kodol for a few weeks. It Is sold To get its beneficial ellecU always buy
Our ahoe polishes for black, white,
here by J. H. O'RIelly Co.
the genuine manufactured by the Cali- russet, chocolate, blue or gray shoes
o
are the best on the market. They not
tew our window display this week fornia 1 ig Syrup Co., only, and for sale only Improve tha look of your footsquares.
rugs
and art
of
by all leading druggibU. Price fifty ctiiU wear but make them last longer.
Mtttrin, wool fringed rugs, f 1. 35 and per bottle.
Prices run from 10 to tSc. C. May's
up. Futrelle Furniture Co.
shoe store, 114 West Central avenue.
New

fork,

May

tisements are producing results, and it is only natural that he should place
his advertising where experience shows it will do the most good.

t.

Crown Prince
Constantine of Greece and the Crown
Sophia will shortly visit
Prince
America, when the future king of
modern Hellas will arrive in New
Tork at the head of a distinguished
party of writers, artists, professor
and aristocrats who will form a company to produce ancient Greek drama
In Carnegie hall, this city. The tragedies of many of the earlv masters of
will be presented
Attic literature
probably for the first time In this
country; at least. In sucih a manner
as to convey the art of ie founders
of the drama as it was Intended.
Prince Constantine and nl wife,
who Is a slater of the German rmper-or- ,
have taken an intense interest In
the revival of the old Greek drama.
e
It Is the ambition of the
that the modern world comt to fully
recognise the genius and greatness of
these pioneers In the world's dramatic
literature. How much enthusiasm
can be worked up for Kurlpldes and
Aeschylus remains to be seen.
The members of the crown r rince's
company will Include those who rep
resent
the purest lineage, tracing
their ancestry down from a period before the Hellenic strain was. distempered by the infusion of lion. ad and
Turkish blood; those of the finest intellect in modern Greece and those
who have preserved moat perfectly
the beauty and grace of
that wag
fit to lure Venus and Diana and
Latona's sons from Olympus.
Meanwhile Greeks in America are
planning a reception and surprise for
their crown prince In the form of a
gift of money to be used In building
a warship for Greece. Of the subscription fund of $1,00,0000 to be used
for this purpose, (30,000 has already
been gathered and the promoters are
satisfied they can raise the entire sum
easily. The suggestion t a warship
for Greece was that of a boatswain
In the United States na.y. a man
named Sklcos,
himxelf a native
Greek.
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One reason why our advertisements secure results, is because The
Citizen is issued at an hour when people have time to read. Prove the

SCORES

tft"

vh

confess that we are
business for what we can make, andiwe
realize that just as soon as an advertiser ceases to get results, we lose his
account. That would be bad for us, so we spare no effort that could possibly increase the value of our services to him.
We

If

,Hr

That is exactly the reason why The Albuquerque Citizen is carrying
more advertising than any other paper published in New Mexico. If you
wish to verify this statement, lay your ruler upon The Citizen and the paper
that in your estimation i its closest competitor. Measure themlfor a week
and take the aerage. You will find The Citizen several Icolumns in advance per issue.

N. E. BROOKKS.

.

"owT,,.M

advantage of this by your own case. How much time do you have for
reading in the morning? Don't you read the headlines, and maybe an
article or two that are ol particular interestand then go to work? This
is true of almost everybody, men and women.
But when The Citizen
comes out, it is different. You have time then to read everything, from
telegraph to town topics, from editorials to advertisements. The evening
is the only time that busy people have time to read.

STAND.

American league.
Clubs
Won. Lost. P. C.
Philadelphia
7
11
.611
9
6
Cleveland
.600

New York
St. Louis

10
10

Chicago

Washington
Detroit
Clubs
Chicago
Pittsburg
New York

.588
.656
.600
.444
.353
.333

7
8
g

8
8
6
6

Hoston

10
11
10

National Ixiigue.
Lofit P. C.
4
.733
4
.692
7
.688
8
.066
.471
7
.407
11
.389
13
.188

Won.
11
9

10
10

Huston

Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
St. Louis

8
5
7
3

employ a man whose sole business it is to look after the advertising,
in your office, in The Citizen office, and in the composing room. He is a busy
man, but never so busy that hr can 1 talk over your situation with you. He
We

will advise you to your own

best interests (for reasons aforesaid) and give
you the benefit of his experience. He will write your ad from your' suggestions, or from his own ideas, and he will care for it when it goes into the paper.

Western Ijcague.

Clubs

Won. Lost. P. C.
5
.687
U
(
11
.647

Sioux City

Omaha

Ienver

Des Moines

Lincoln
Pueblo
J

11

7

7
7
5

10
11
12

.611'

.412
.389
.294

SEND FOR HIM

VAIKS YKSTKKDAY.

TELEPHONE IS

American I,on;ue.

At Itoston

R. H. E.

Itoston

4
0

New York

Batteries:
Clcotte an
Newton and Blair.

lUiln and Wet Grounds.
St. IxiuU:
St.

At

5
8

3
1

Carrlgan;

I

Louis-Detro-

it

game postponed: rain.
Chicago-Clevelan- d
At
Chicago:
game postponed; wet grounds.
Washlngton-Phil-adelhlp- a
At Washington:
game postponed; rain.
At

National

1

Pittsburg

WHITE STRAW HAT.

Albuquerque Lumber Co

fugue.
R. H. E.

Pittsburg
Chicugo
Hatterics:
Leirtcld
Lundgren and Kling.

9
6

5
2

2

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

1

Gibson;

and

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Roofing

Prevents Tlufe Game.
n
At New York: New
game postponed.
I

Lain

York-Bosto-

At St.

Ixuis:

St.

Louls-Clncinna-

First and Marqaettc

ia

c

Western Ijeafrue.
R. H. E.

1
Dvnver
2
7 14
Lincoln
liattcrlea:
Pierce, Palrfe and
Bonar, Sulllvun and Zmian.

At

Pu.blo

Omaha
Pueblo
Ragan
Batteries:
Jackson and Smith.

6
3

At Des Moines
Des Moines
Sioux City

Batteries:
WItherup
Starr and Henry.

6
7

Foundry and
"

y;

-

"

Machine Works

--

Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; ColumnsCars:
and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Rmpmlrm m Mlmlmg mm mm Mmoimmry m mmmmtmtty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuauerque. N M

1

5

Uonding,
R. H. E.
4
5

6

3

10

1

and Yeager;

American AssoHatlon.
Kansas
game postponed; rain.
At Milwaukee:
Milwaukee

3, To-

1.

Minneapolis:
Minneapolis 1,
Louisville 0.
At St. Paul: St. Paul 7, Indianap-

olis

Albuquerque

- win w s vr
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Ooal and Lumber

4

At Kanaas City:
ledo
At

g

7

R. H. E.

and

Alboquerqae, New Mexico

tI

game postponed: rain.
Brooklyn-PhiladelphAt Philadelphia:
game postponed.
At Denver

p

4.

The JliiHt Ooiiutton Oiuse of SufTerrng
Rheumatism causes more pain and
suffering than any other disease, for
the reason that it i the most common
of all ills, and it Is certainly gratifying to sufferers to know that Chamberlain's
will afford
Pain Balm
relief, and make rest and sleep possible,
in many cases the relief from
pain, which is at first temporary, haa
become permanent, while ln old people subject to chronic
rheumatism,
often brought on by dampness or
changes ln the weather, a permanent
cure cannot be expected; the relief
from pain which this liniment affords
Is alone worth many times its cost. 25
and 60 cent sizes for sale by all
TIIORXTOX T1IK CLKAXER
Cleans any and everything and does
it right. The beat in the southwest.
All he askj Is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call up
460
Works, 111 N. Third street

HAVE YOU A
A striking hat of pure white rice
straw Is very wide on elfier side and
quite short at the hack and front.
Immense black plumes are massed
on the crown, and at tho right side
are si t three large blue roses in delicate tones.

It

lteaeluMl tlie KMt.
Mr. E. Humphrey,
who owns

a
large general store at Omega, O., and
Is president of the Adams
County
Telephone Co., as well as of the Home
Telephone Co., of Pike County, O.,
says of Dr. King's New Discovery: "It
saved my life once. At least I think
it did. It seemed to reach the spot
the very seat of my cough when
everything else failed." Dr. King's
New Discovery not only reaches the
cough spot; It heals the sore spots and
the weak spots ln throat, lungs and
chest. Sold under guarantee at all
druggists. 60c and 1. 00. Trial bottle
free.

Are you loos. in g ror on.eming? Re
member the want columns of Th
Evening Cltlsen are for your especUv
benefit.
It talks to the people and
tb4T talk to you.
We have the finest assortment e
iron beds la the city. Price the low
est. Putrelle Furniture Co.

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A HOUSE?
Do you know that people 'are 'almost Sighting
foriquarters right here in Albuquerque, and "now?
An ad like this'

Fult

KENT-La- rge,

well ventilated

and sanitary.

well furnished,
front room, modera
OO Blake St.

placed in The Albuquerque Citizen will secure

you a tenant at the small .cost of
3

times for 35c,

or6 times for

50c.

6
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THE

SOCIALIST

clallst party of America la in a position to assimilate the immigrants of
foreign tongue, and educate them to
a proper understanding of American
readily than
institutions, iriuch-wnorany other party.
Eu
The Socialists will nominate
gene V. Debs for president for the
third time. They believe that ho otta
er man in America has a tighter hold
on the affections o ft he working peo
i
ple,
The coming national convention
will.be particularly marked for its
absence of bosslsm. There will be no
control In one man'a hand There will
be no gag rule, no dictation, no using
of the party bull whip, to bring the
obstreperous ones Into line.
Every, day there will be a chairman
selected by the vote of the convention.
There may be. and probably will be,
a different chairman for each session. No faction will control the organisation.
As each candidate Is nominated he
will sign a resignation In blank, so
that should he prove unfaithful to
the party and his pledges, after election, the proper party committee may
demand his Immediate resignation.
Then the party as a whole will pay
the expenses of the 218 delegates to
the national convention.
A special
assessment of 35 cents was levied upg
on the entire 40.000
members to provide the mileage and
hotel bill fund. Every delegate Is sent
to work for the whole party good.
The Socialist party Is a homogenous
compact organization with enrolled
membership of 40,000 paying monthly dut-- of about 21 cents, of which
amount 5 cents Is paid Into the national party fund, t cents to the state
organization, and the balance is retained by the local.
The local is the unit in the scheme
of organization and is chartered by
the state branch, which in turn is
chartered by the national party. The
local exercises a large measure of
autonomy and is permitted to form
as many ward or precinct branches
as may be desirable.
The Socialist party nationally is
governed between conventions by representatives from the various states,
who are apportioned on
basis of
dues paid to national headquarters,
but it five locals in as many states,
desire an expression upon any question from the party membership, they
can Inaugurate a national referendum
at any time.
In the old parties the officers of
the national convention are selected
by the national committees, and each
state delegation names Its members
for the various committees, but the
Socialists, always sticklers for democracy, choose their chairman from
day to day by delegate vote, and all
are nominated and
committeemen
fleeted from the floor of the convention. This plan prevents ring rule
and slate making, at least theoretically, and if there Isn't majority rule In
all things it Is because the majority
Is asleep.
Recently an Influential Republican
newspaper in the west declared the
Socialists had the only political organization In the country which could
control its representatives. With the
Initiative and referendum, and the
right of recall, as important adjuncts
of the party machinery it would be
next to Impossible for any clique or
riiiif to obtain control and use the
to further their selfish
e

CONVENTION
MAY

10

Debs Will Be Nominated for
Presidency-Absen- ce
of Bos
slsm Notable Feature.
Chicago, May 7 The Socialist party, which holds lta national convention here, beginning May 10, U now
the recognised third party In the nation. Socialist leaders expect to
clinch this position firmly In the next
election by polling 1,000,000 votes.
They are confident that Watson's
Populist party can never be resurrected, that the Prohibition party has
been absorbed permanently by the
n
movement, and that
He? net's Independence league will disappear as a factor when all the parties have made their nominations.
The Socialists' faith In their ability
to double their vote of four years ago
is based on the fact that they have
g
members
twice as many
and active workers as In 1904, while
their press has Increased largely and
enormous quantities of literature are
being circulated.
The Socialists maintain an English
dally paper In Chicago and one Is being started In New York, while none
existed In 1904. They also control
dallies In the German, Hebrew and
other languages, as well as several
hundred weekly and monthly papers.
One weekly organ, printed In Kansas,
has a larger circulation than any
dally newspaper In the country.
Furthermore, the Socialist party
has many auxiliary bodies that did
not exist four years ago. One is the
Intercollegiate
society, which has
been making rapid progress In the
work of forming clubs an ) propagating socialism In nearly all the leading
universities of the country. Then
there is the Christian Socialist society, composed of prominent ministers and laymen of all denominations,
among the
who are proselyting
religious organizations.
chiv
Ttie Buti'l. a Jewish society that
has been growing rapidly during the
past few years, is in close affiliation
with the Socialist party, and the
Finns. Bohemians, Hungarians and
other people of foreign birth have
national organizations that are In
touch with the third party. A Wo- men' Socialist league is also making
rapid progress, and a young people's
national society Is In process of formation.
Being afiillated with the Socialist
parties of K'ir pe. South. America,
Austr.illu, A"la uml Africa, through
the World's Labor congress, the 8o- Anti-Saloo-

dues-payin-

ItEADY fllANGK IIKI.T A
BOON IX) HISY SHOPPERS

0

! CLBSIFIED ADS
1

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
FOR RENT

WANTED

FOR RENT Large, cool front rooms, WANTED Able boiled, unmarried
men, between agei of 21 and II;
close In. 624 West Central. Apply
at rear.
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperatt habits,
FOR REST Two rooms furnished
who
can speak, read and write
for light housekeeping. Price, 111
English. For Information apply to
per month. Apply 404 N. 2nd St
Recruiting Officer, 202 B. Central
Ave.. Altouquerqus. New Mexico.
FOR KENT New modern tent house
nicely furnished. 101 South Walter WANTED
Ladies to call and see our
street.
r.ew styles in millinery at reduced
prices. Miss C. P. Crane, 611 North
FOR RENT 4 room house $10. Six
Second street. Ladies' tailoring and
room brick 125, near electrle cars.
dressmaking. Phone $44. ApprenApply W. W. McClellan. 7?J N. 4th.
tices wanted.
FOR RENT 3 to 8 room nouses;
also 15 room house and ttore room WANTED Desirable lots. Give number of lots in plot, location and
near shops. W. H. McMlillon, Real
lowest price, for cash. Address A.
Estate Broker, 211 We.-- Oold Ave.
X. Y., Citizen office.
WANTEbltuatlPiTby colored man
FOR SALE
as cook in hotel cafe or restaurant
or as coachman In private family.
FOR SALE Cheap 50 pairs fine pit- Can give reference. Address C, Citeons. Address F. R. W Lock Box
izen office.
321 or care St. Elmo.
FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano. WANTED Capable men to fill executive, technical, office and mergood as new, beautiful tone.
A
cantile positions.
We can place
chance to possess an instrument of
you in the position for which you
unexcelled make at Just half what
are
qualified.
BusiSouthwestern
it is worth. On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
ness Association 201 East CenMusic Store, 124 South Sectral avenue, Albuquerque, N. 14.
ond street, Albuquerque.
Phone 257.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter, WANTED Services of stenographer
for a few days; state salary expect$50, at Millet Studio, 215 West Cened per week. M. N., care Citizen.
tral avenue.
or will BOARDERS WANTED Nicely furFOR SALE Stock rancn,
nished rooms and board at Mrs. L.
lease cheap: located in western Socorro county. Address the owner,
R. Gilbert's, 216 W. Hazeldtne Ave.
P. O. Datil, X. M., J. Kelley.
FOR SALE At a bargain, a brand-neSALESMEN
Stevens shotgun, never been
thorough,
fired. A high grade and
WANTED Capable talesman to covly modern gun.
Inquire at The
er New Mexico with staple line.
Citizen office.
High
commissions
with $100
monthly advance. Permanent posiFOR SALE Sewing machines, tables
and other fixtures of dressmaking
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
parlors. Mrs. H. J. Moore, room 14,
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
over Rosenwald's.
WANTED Traveling men and solicFOR SALE Rooming house clearing
tors calling on druggists, confection$95 per month.
must
Purchaser
ers, etc., covering Albuquerque and
have $750 cash to handle. Address
surrounding territory and states, to
SI. X., care Citizen.
carry our celebrated line of chocog
lates on good commission basis.
FOR SALE Best transienrndVoom-InBowes Allegrettl, 315 River St., Chihouse In the city. Address box
cago.
44.
WANTED Live, energetic men for
exclusive territory agei.cy of "Index" Kerosene Burner converts
col oil into gas gives one hundred candiepower burns on mantle instantaneous seller. Write at
once.
Coast Lighting Company,
92n Tesler Way, Seattle.
WANTED Salesmen wanted for our
individual lighting plants. Our cenends.
tral generator system has never
Permanent headquarters of the So.
been pushed.
An opportunity
to
ciallst party are maintained In Chimake big money. Exclusive terricago, .and a national secretary, who
tory to hustlers. Write for full
Is elected by referendum vote, with a
proposition. Knight Light Co., Chicorps of assistants, attends to the decago.
tails of rfrganizlng the unorganized
states, touring from six to a dozen
WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line.
speakers. Issuing literature and ar- Protest Against "Jim Crow"
High commissions, with $100.00
ranging other matters. The secretary
Statutes That Separate the
is directed by an executive commitmonthly advance. Permanent potee of seven, which in turn In suborsition to right man. Jess H. Smith
Two Races.
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
dinate to the national committee.
I. Mahlon Barnes, a Philadelphia
AGENTS
Opportunity of lifetime, no
cigarniaker, Is the national secretary
experience necessary, big cash prof-It- s
tluthrle, (Ikla., May 7. Oklahoma
of the Socialist party. He was
daily, one agent made $21 In
are Just completing the
railroads
a second time, a few weeks ago, work of erecting separate depots for
one hour, everyone will buy.
We
by a large majority over half a dozen negroes, under the Graham "Jim
Issue more accident and sickness
opponents. Mr. Barnes Is the son of a Crow" bill, the firt law passed by
policies than any other similar com
pany In the world; we give the most
soldier killed in the Civil war and re- the firwt state legislature. In all there
ceived his education in the Pennsyl
popular and cheapest insurance
were ."i00 passenger stations to revania military school. He is about model, so as to make separate waitwritten; new plan, $1 a year pays
years
age,
for $500 policy: no asesments or
of
an able speaker and ing rooms, and in numerous instance
i
writer, enjoys a wide acquaintance it was necessary to build new depots
dues: other amounts In proportion.
among working people, and is a tire entirely. The railway companies es
Death benefit, weekly indemnity,
free medical attendance., original
less ietall worker In mat'era of ortimate their expenditures
for this
gan, xatlon.
popular features, either sex.
All
work to exceed $500,000, while fur
claims promptly and liberally set
nishlng "Jim Crow" coaches under
tled; Insurance assets $500,000. ReKodol completely digests all classes the Graham bill demanded an outlay
liable representatives wanted ev
of foi.-l- . It will get right at the trouble of practically $500,000 more.
erywhere: exo'usive territory; lib
and do the very work Itself for the
The law went into effect on Feberal permanent Income. Increasing
stomach. It is pleasant to take. Sold ruary 15 of the present year. So far
each year: absolutely sure. Address
by J. II. O'Klelly Co.
as separate coaches were concerned
Corporation,
181
International
the railroads wi re ready, but the reBroadway (Dept W2. New Terk.
modeling and building of stations deSales Representative for
US VEGAS CLUB
manded so much more time that the WANTED
specialty and school supplies. Good
railroads have not yet fuily complied
man
can
make $35 a week and up.
with the law.
But the work is proPermanent position to right party.
WORKS FOR EXHiBIT ceeding.
Centennial S. S. Co.. 1725 Stout HL,
The prominent negro leaders of the
Denver, MColo.
state are fighting the "Jim Crow" law
AN to cover New
in the courts as unconstitutional, and CAPABLE-8ALESSan Mhrucl County Will
Mexico wth staple line. High comMake (ood Kliuuuig At Irrigation
hope to obtain a favorable decision.
missions, with $100.00 monthly adAh ICokuU of Activity
It will be carried to the United States
t'iiHT
vance.
Permanent position to right
supreme court If necessary. A fund,
la Meadow City.
man. Jess H Smith Co.. Detroit.
generally estimated at from $10,000
7
Las Vega. X. M., May
Mich.
(Sccial) to $50,000. has been raised for this
There is great praise of the action purpose, and W. II. II. Hart, a negro WANTED Salesmen to handle vest
that has been taken by I lie La Yegat. attorney
pocket side line to Increase departWashington, D. C, Is leadilul) toward securing an exhibit to ing tlie f of
ment stores' sale. Twenty dollars
for the Oklahoma plainKit
represent this county at the irrigation tiffs.
daily easily made.
State territory
congress.
you cover
Samples supplied free.
When Hart appeared in Guthrie to
in this city have advocated commence the suit
Company. Chicago,
in the federal
this step f,ir some time, but the Com- court, tie was greeted by hundreds of
III.
mercial club, of which Oil. it. K. negro, s who had assembled from all
CAPABLE traveling salesman at once.
Twitched is president, took no defin- portions of the state.
In order to
Staple line, profitable commission.
ite action.
escape riding in a "Jim Crow" coach
Contract with $25 00 weekly adIt was realized that San Miguel Hart drove overland from Fallls, a divance. Permanent position; refercounty should not be the only one In vision point on the Missouri, Kansas
A. 8. J. Co., Grand
ences required
the territory to fail to have an exhibit A Texas railroad, to Guthrie, forty
River Ave.. Detroit. Mich
at the congress. Floor Bpace had been miles.
reserved but nothing
further had
When he recently returned to
Impure blood runs you down
been done. Now the Las Vegas club Washington a Pullman ticket
was re- makes you an easy victim for organic
has taken the matter up and la push- fused him in Oklahoma City until a diseases.
Burdock Blood Hitter puring it in the same way that it went telegram
from President Rob- ifies the blood cures t'io cause
direct
sugar
about securing
beet acreage, ert T. Lincoln of the Pullman com- builds you up.
the excellent result of which effort pany and
President E. P. Ripley of
are well known-I- t
Our window and door screens are
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe aula the plan to go among farmers
agent to provide better than any others made or wold
thorized
the
station
and secure their
and as- Hart with Pullman transportation. In Albuqueruue. Huper4or
Planing
sistance in the matter of obtaining an The final hearing
in the case comes Mill.
exhibit. Certain men will grow cer- up in the federal court shortly.
o
tain articles to be displayed and It Is
"Doan'a Ointment cured
of ecIn addition to separate coaches and zema
believed, despite its late start, San waiting
annoyed
long
me
a
had
that
legisnegroes,
rooms
the
for
Miguel can make a most creditable
The cure was permament."
lature has also passed measures pro-vi- d time.
showing.
ng "Jim Crow ' telephone booth, Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner
a "Jim Crow" insane asvlum, and a Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.
OeWiti s Little Early Kisers are complete
system of separate schools.
There is nothing nicer for breakfast
small, safe, sure and gentle little pills. This, however,
was maintained under than a hot, well made golden colored
Sold by 1. H. O'Rlelly Co.
regime.
territory
old
the
Oklahoma
graham gem, but in order to have
If you want anything on earth, you An election measure, containing a them nice you muwt have a good
ean get It through the want columm "grandfather clause," is also pending, grade of fresh graham flour, you can
The Evening Citizen. We get r
which, It is believed, will result in get It at The Maze In any quantity
suits.
disfranchising the negro at the polls. you want, from a single pound up.
dues-payin-

w

NEGROES

FIGHT

OKLAHOMA S

PERSON Ali PROPERTY

Rllss-Devene-

Iteady Outline licit.
It Work
Girls, did you ever have your arms
so full of bundles when you started
home from a shopping trip that you
could not reach your purge to make
change?
Then you will appreciate the new
belt device now offered in the shops.
It Is very simple, but It always has
the change ready.
The belt is made- of
kid and the purse looped over It Is of
the same material. The purse holds
a little metal kldoovered box with
four openings; one for quarters, one
for dimes and two for nickles. The
coins can be piled on top of each
and a spring always keeps one of
each pressed to the edge so that you
can remove it with a finger and
thumb on short notice. The envelop
fla.- - fastens down with a snap.
tin- - New

See How

well-stitch-

LO.N3f 3llIIIXlXIXXgXXTtllIXXE

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAEHOU8B RE
CEIPTS, as low as l and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain in
youi Doseesslon. Our rates are reas
onable. Call and see us before bor
rowing.
THK HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
and 4. Orant Bldg.
Rooms
I0IH West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICIOS
Open Evenings.

Davis bearing

Miscellaneous
30 days' credit.
HONEST AGENTS
New circular ready. Soaps selling
better than ever. Write. Parker
Chemical Co., Chicago.
$1.25 PERWORbTneerta classified
ads. In 36 leading papers In U. 6.
Send for list. The Dake Advertising Agency, 427 South Main street,
Loa Angeles.
MARRT your choice. Particular people, everywhere. Introduced without publicity; no fakes; details free.
Address, A. C, bos 1338, Los An-

W.

Homeopathic Physician and Sorgeosw
Occidental Life Bnlldlng.
Telephone 886.
DR. F. J. PATCH1N
Physician and Surgeon.
- - - - .... vru gun, ue
floe hours I to 12 a. m., $ to a, aasl
1 to 8 p. m. Phones, office
4L res,
klence f 85,

Oold Av:

Have the finest thing in the oven
lino for a gas or pasoline stove.
Call and let us show thom to you.

PRICE $2.25

DR. R L. HCST
Physician and Burgeon.
Rooms
A 1. N. T. ArmUo BoUdlaaB.

nilllllTTTIlTTirtTtlllltl
OOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXJUTCCXXXXXXJ

FOR SALE
rooming
house, steam Itcat, running
water; bargain.
FOR SALE Hotel at a bargain.
FOR SALE
modern
cement Ihiuhc.
FOR SALE II oases and
rnnctie; houses for rent.

Street, Phone

gvns. ore?
Office (28;

M.L.SCHUTT
South 2nd

Calif.
$210.00

J. K. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms S ami s, Harnett BoUdlngv
Over O'lUelly'a Drug store.
Appointments made by snsJL
Phone 744.

Shoe Company
NEXT D

R TO POSTOFF1CE,

If not. Why not? Tin) average
woman of today makes the most
of her opivortunities. Why not
you? We have shoes at all prices.
Children's Klmcs From 50c to $1.50
Minxes an Itoys' from
$1.60 to $3.00
Indies' Shoes from. .$1.23 to $4.00
Men's SIioch from. .$2.50 to $5.00
AVE INVITE YOU TO CALL.

one-thir-

Don't buy your furniture until you
see the Futrelie Furniture Co.'s line
of all kinds of household goods. We
mention a few of our bargains: Oak
dressers $10 and up; oak chairs $8.(0,
sewing rockers $1.25, chiffoniers,
double corn seat oak rockers $2.50,
$7.25 and up. All the above are good
serviceable and comfortable. West
end viaduct

'llie Workl's licwt Climate.
not entirely free from disease, on
the hlglu elevations fevers prevail.
while on the lower levels malaria to
encountered to a greater or leas extent, according to altitude. To overcome climate arTwtlons lassitude, malaria. Jaundice, biliousness, fever and
ague, and general debility, the most
effective remedy Is Electric Bitters,
the great alterative and blood purifier;
the antidote for every form of bodily
weakness, nervousness, and Insomnia.
Sold under guarantee at all druggist.
Price 60c.
Is

(ttorsu

101$.

DR.

M Simpler Clark

MALE HELP

Liniment.
You will hunt a good while before
you find a liniment that Is equal to
as a
Chamberlain's
Pain
Balm
cure for muscular anil rheumatic
pains for the cure of sprains and sore- nesa of the muscules. In case of rheu
matlsm and sciatica it relieves the In.
tense paid and makes sleep and rest
possible.
In case of sprains It relieves
the soreness and restores the part to
d
a healthy condition In
the
time required by the usual treatment.
It is equally valuable for lame back
and all deep seated and muscular
pains. 25 and 50 cent sizes for sale by
all druggists.

nig

CHAS. A. ELLER,

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D.
Office hours,
!$:$ p. aa
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments nuule by malL
30
Went Central Ave. Phone Ma.

lt.ni.Ui

LAWYERS
mim

K. W. D. BRTAN.
Office,

Attorney at Law.
First National Bank Bulldtss
Albuquerque. N. M.
E. W. DOB SON
Attorney at Law.

...

J

Office, Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. N. M.

04, Chicago.

fMMl

IF

Dentist.
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Room 14,
N. T. Armljo Building. Phene 88$.

I.adles Have Ybu Examined Our

D-n-

inni

Residence

DENTISTS

Stntt

Motor Cycle or norse and
buggy furnished our men for traveling, and $86.00 per month and
expenses, to take orders for the
greatest portrait house in the world.
Tou will receive, postpaid, a beautiful 18x20 reproduction of oil
painting in answer to this ad. Write
for particulars. R. D. Martel, Dept.
7, Chicago.
$ 2T6 M OTO R CYCLE
OR HORSE
and buggy furnished our men for
traveling, and $85 per month and
expenses, to take orders for the
greatest portrait houRe In the world.
You will receive, postpaid, a beauof oil
tiful 16x20 reproduction
fainting in answer to this ad. Write
for particulars. R. D. Martel, Dept.

HEP.E'S a chance for you to make
money. Our representatives make
$10 a day; so can you. Immediate
territory
exclusive
and
seller
Agents can carry as side line. C. F.
Pennewell. Mgr., 152 Mutual Life
Bid g., Seattle, Washington
MOTOR cycle or horse and
$210.00
buggy furnished our men for traveling, and $85.00 ner month and
expenses, to take orders for the
greatest
portrait
house in the
world Yon will receive. nnstDAld.
a beautiful 18x20 reproduction of
oil painting In answer to this ad
Write for particulars. R. D. Martel
4 74, Chicago.

1030.

DRS. BRONSON
BRONSON
Homeopathic Physicians
watt lu--

--

t!9

j

DR. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office, 1 South Watte

geles, Cel.
AGENTS
Introduce

SOPASTE to
factories, railroad shops, etc. Removes grease dirt quickly; Immense
sales; amaslng profits.
Parker
Chemical Co., Chicago.
MARRT your choice. Particular peo.
pie. everywhere. Introduced without
publicity; no fakes; details free. Address, A. C, box 1338, Los Angeles,

-

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

House Furnishers
209

...

PHYSICIANS

h

The Complete

On Furniture,

LAWS

Tliis Is

SKVK9.

TAG

-

1

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Lew.
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights
Caveats, Ijetter Patent, Trad
Mark, Claims.
82 F. street, N. M. Washington. D. 43.
TUOS. K. D. MADDISON
AtUrney-at-La-

Office with W. B. Childera,
117 West Gold Avenne

MISCELLANEOUS

MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.

F. W. SPENCER

Eight acre In alfalfa,
well
fenced, adobe house and barn,
fmlt tree, about five miles north
of town. Irie $600. 00 cash.

Architect
1121 South Walter.

FRENCH

$M.

ADAMS

UNDERTAKERS.
Ldy Assistant.
Embalming a Specialty.

Six ami a half acres first class
land, already planted In vegeta-bleabout half planted In alfalfa
tills HiHrlng. three room adobe
house hi good condition. Tills
place Is located two and a .half
ii i lli-- s from town.
Price, $1,000;
$500 dovtn, balance In one year
at 8 per cent.

INSURANCE
B. A. 8LEYSTER
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary

Patbli.

Rooma 12 and 14. Cromwell Plts$L
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone) 1$$..

About 100 screw of first cIbms
Irrigated land, located four miles
north of town, 50 trrrt under
cultivation (lUMt year was planted
in wheat), well fenced with four
wires and cedar poau, main ditch
runs through land, title perfect.
Price for tlie whole tract, for a
short time only $0500.00.
Tills
Is a snap for somebody,

A.

Phots

A.

C

WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Baildli
mil west central Avenue.

VETERINARY
WILLIAM HELD EN
Veterinary.
Surgery and Dentistry a SpestaJ
40$ Swuth Edith Phone 40ft.

MONTOYA

DR. H. D. PETTI FORD
Veterinary Burgeon. .
Practice: TheraDeutlca. Sursrar
Obstetrics on Horses, Cattle, Baaaa
Hogs, Dogs and ?ata.
Office wtta
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 MarHI
inira, rnone 4f0. Hospital
Residence. 738 South Walter,
dence phone, 820.

RerJ Estate and Loans. Notary
Public. 115 W. Oold Ave.

Wtiooping Onigli.
"In February our daughter had the
whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of Hart-lanEVERYBODY READS THK ALBD
recommended Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and said It gave his QUERQUE CITIZEN BECAUSB Wl
customers the best of satisfaction. We OET THE NEWS FIRST.
found It as he said, and can recommend It to anyone having children
by
Screen doors and windows made
troubled with whooping cough," says
nieclianlcM
home
at the Superior Mrs. A. (loss, of Durand, Mich. For
o
Planing Mill.
LUNCS
sale by all drugglsta
o
Valued Same aa Oold.
B. O. Stewart, a merchant of Cedar
with
View, Miss., says: "I tell my customWOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
ers when they buy a box of Dr. King's $
Meet Every Friday Evening
S
New Life Pills they get the worth of e
At 8 Sharp.
that much gold In weight If afflicted S FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER,
with constitpatlon, malaria or bilious3d F.
PBICS
E. W. Moore, C. C.
ness." Sold under guarantee at all
t fan.
f
MB
W 8
druggists. 26c
D. E. Philippe, Clerk.
Trial Ssttie Fies
OLDS
AND ALL THROAT ANDIUNG TROUBLES.
403 West Lead Ave
FEE'S OOOD ICR CrtKAM
AND 9 VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL- GUARANTEED
SATIS JAffSOU
CE CREAM SODA- - WALTON'S V
COMB.
d,

KILLth. couch
CURE thi

CVIV$V$Cs;V$

Dr. King's
Nor; Discovery
OoycNs

JRl'G

STORK.
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PERSONAL

WEARING THE WRONG GLASSES

( 7A

PARAGRAPHS
Hhoulil you full to receive The
S Evening Citizen,
call up the
Pontal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. id. ami your Taper will be
deliver! hy special mennenKer.

EXCEPTIONAL STYLE,
THOROUGH COMFORT,
LONG SERVICE and
EXACT FITTING
That describes the Rgal Oxford Styles (or this season.
There are handsome models in Patent Calf,

King Calf. King Kid and Regal Hrown
leathers.
Whether you prefer narrow, medium or broad toes, extension or close trimmed
soles your shape and style are here ready for
you.

There's no excuse

for you n t h iving

proper footwear for every occasion, with this
handsome showing to select from

tour present (llames fail to
comfort, there's Mitiierhing- wmnif.
If

IMume 4.12

C. H. CARNES.O.D.

continue her fork In Jtrand opea.
Afte leaving A Hiuiueri'ip over a year
CO Mrs. Albrfeht and her daughter
made an
touf hroitgh the
European courtrles. Including Italy,
Spain, Africa. Jermany ind France.
They spent the winter In Berlin and
went to Paris In the early spring.
Mrs, Albright vill remain la the city
Lag Vegas.
Indefinitely, stopping with Mrs. G. F.
Tr. W. II. Burr, sursfeon for the Albright, looking after her many AlSanta Fe at Oallup, U in the city on buquerque prop rty Interests.
professional business.
Colonel Charbs Miles of Sar- - FranJ. M. Byrne of Ht. Louis, aKent for cisco, provincial commander of the
the Koken Barbers' Supplv company, Salvation Army west of t'.ie Rocky
la In Albuquerque on business.
mountains, accompanied by Staff Cap
Bulk olives at Rlchellc-- Grocery. tain James Bumtieny of El I'aso, will
Thomas M. Henneberry. aecnt for conduct a special meeting tonight at
8 o'clock at the Salvation
rmy hall,
W. F. McLaughlin & Co. of i
F.verybody
Is In Albuquerque In the Interests of 208 West Sliver avenue.
Is welcome to attend this meeting.
of the firm.
Mrs. H. P. Terrell, who lias been
Th fire thin afternoon was at the
residence of J. T. Kengh, 400 South spending several weeks ;mt In Santa
Arno street. Slight damage was done Fe at the home of Captain and Mrs.
John W. Green, left We Vtesday aft
to a small outhouse.
for Clovis to Join Mr. Terrell,
Louis J. Benjamin
has returned ernoon
a law otfict there.
from a buHiness trip ov.;r the Belen who has opened
spent today with friend
cut-of- f
In the Interests of Charles Mrs. Terrell
a Joined by
in Albuquerque and
Ilfcld & Co.
Mrs. A. J. F'scher. who
'll accomThe genuine Razor-bac- k
Virginia pany her to Clovis for a short visit.
Hams can be obtained from the San
Judge H. I). Terrell and wife of
Jose market. These are the flnext
Clovis. N. M.. are In the city visiting
hams packed.
friends. Judge Terrell Is a personal
Miss Gretchen Harris of Oallup Is friend of Governor George Curry, the
In the city the guest of friends.
MIsb two having been in the Philippines
Harris Is a sister of Mrs. Gregory together. Judge Terrell was practicPage of Gallup.
when
Governor
ing law In Manila
Mrs. Pauline Hellwlg le't yesterday Curry was chief of police of the place.
morning for Fenver, where she will Mrs. Terrell, who Is a very fine muspend the Hummer with her daughter, sician, has Just returned '"(im a visit
Mrs. G. W. McAfee.
to New York, and Judge Terrell came
President W. G. Tight of the Uni- here to meet her.
Have, you any old furniture? The
versity has been engagej tu give the
Benevolent Society Is
commencement add res? at the high
school at Santa Fe Friday evening, trying to fit tip a home for a woman
May 22.
who has been deserted by her husHelnz's sweet and sour pickles, bulk band and lert destitute with several
k
small children. She will make her
and bottles at Richelieu Grocery.
own living by conducting a boarding
It. E. Wilson, who has noen spendif given a chance. If you can
ing several ihiys in the eltv. left this house
by contributing
furniture, send
help
morning for Ia Junta.
Mr. Wilson your name and address to The Citizen
is assixtaut t W. H. Sliiiuon, Santa office or the home of Mrs. Neustadt.
Fe colonization agent.
Anything you ran give will be greatly
Matinees are given at the Col om bo appreciated.
on Wednesday. Saturday an.i Sunday
Little Simon Montegon, who a few
at 3 p. m., with complete change of
pictures three time a week, Tuesday. weeks ago stole fcfiO In curency and
hid It in his stocking. Is in trouble
Friday ami Sunday.
Yesterday Simon rind another
again.
Anona council, the ladles' auxiliary
to the Independent Order of Red Men, boy climbed to the top ot an adobe
will give a social i t Red Men's hall
tonight. Refreshments will be served.
An elaborate program his been arAmbrosio
ranged for the occasion.
money
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Trauer expert
to leave tomorrow evening for El
I'aso. Mrs. Trauer expects to remain
215 WfcST GOLD AVENUE
In the I'ass City some time while Mr.
Trauer goes to his sheep ranches In
N. M.
ALBUQUERQUE.
the southern part of the territory.
Anons council No. 1, Dtgree of
Pocahontas, will hold a rejular meeting tonight at 8 o'clock. Initiation
and lunch. All member of Navajo
tribe, I. O. R. II., and v'slting sisMERCHANT TAILOR
ters and brothers
Invited
Mr. and Mm. Walter Fvan

nf St.
Louis are registered at the Alvarado.
J. N. Broylea of San Marclal cpent
yesterday in Albuquerque on business.
E. O. Abraham of thin city haa returned after a short bus'nes trip to

50

&,

$4.00

ooooooooooooo ooooooooooooo
NEW ARRIVALS IN

Spring and Summer
Millineryj
Complete line of Merry Widow Hats and Veil for
your selection. Many new things just received make
our stock as complete as during Easter week, and at
after-Eastprices.
er

MISS LUTZ
208 South Second Street

OSK)0C000000000 ooooookjoooooo

IhtSUy SatlsfactoryH&ng

J. L. Bell Co.
115-11- 7

SOUTH FIRST STREET

EVERY SALE MADE ON HONOR

Candetaria

to loan

A.

CHAFING DISHES

S

to

received a larjre shipment. Haven't room for thiMii,
and are making social low price Ibid week to move them

JitMt

The Diamond
Palace

PXFDITT
I VCLIlI
1

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

O000OSX300OS0OO00 0000OO0O'JOOS)OCJ

WALL PAPER
All Paper. Paint, Sign and Decorative Work Guaranteed

Third

1 rwmmwiw
11 CI Li V

III
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IUAninnn
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MAM CM MM

Phont
639
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If

l

attend.
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& Wilson

Shirts and Collars are the Best Made"

Because Tailors for Men,
Tailors Who Know How,
made our clothes, they fit you, and give you a
style that your little tailor cannot give, try as
honestly as he may. Such style as Stein-Bloc- h
put into their work costs a fortune to produce
and is correct, yet, thanks to organization, you
can clothe yourself with true economy in these
clothes the economy that gives you the best for
the least outlay.

KOUBH

RF.NT
FOR
HKSinrXCE AT
202 NORTH K1HTII.
APPLY OLI
TOWN POSTOFFICK.
FF.K'S ROOT BF.F.U. THE ItFRIl
OF QUALITY.
WALTO.VS
DRUM

STORE.
The reason we do so much ROt utl
DRY work Is because we do it right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have It done at home
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.

fillAM)

lNCERT HY rilOF DI
MAI IIO AT ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
TUESDAY, J1Y 12. I08.
REST

SI;IX;.

$3.50 and $4.00,

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 5. Second

119 W.

Cold

REST OlMIIESTRA. MRS.

nt.WK, SOPRANO:

i

m
'

Copyrfgnt IO08 bjr Hart Schaffner & Marx

Prfc?

ATTENTION

EYES RIGHT!
your eyes

are not right call
them with
glasses that will make them right.
If

on me and let me fit

You
You

Standard
Plumbing and

NURBS LAUNDRY CO.

512

Son. 1IICC

m

A

HE

Phone
Mo.

944

Good
ROOM land BOARD

Washington
Make

$16 and Up

It" Won't Happen to You!

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

mjmomJ9mo9K)mjmjmJ9V9oeKmomoe)cwjeoe

tt.
Let

IV

C

mem. i ney ii ni
all right, and you'll
say so.

Our Refrigerators
are selected with judgment
They consume the minimum of ice.

They produce the maximum of cold air.
1

Central and

x

Fourth

ooooooooooooo ooooooooooooo

Carriages
New Stock Just In

r,j ... iZ

mmKS
:fTS

STANHOPES,

Prices the Lowest

SPRING WAGONS

Harness and Saddles

Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Cor. First St. and Tijeras Ave.
cmcmocmocmoaK)matcmomcmcm

Our confidence in the satisfaction
you will get from this and our other
"XTRAGOOP" Suits for boys is
based upon their long record for
greatest service and durability ....

M. MANDELL
Manhattan Shirts

ot.f?-fti-

BUGGIES, RUNABOUTS, SURREYS,

The Right Suit

Dunlap Hats

i

!

WAGNER
HARDWARE
COMPANY

oK3oooorcooK3oK)4

Dressmaking

'

can't beat our prlceln equal quality
can't beat our quality atany price.

Heating Co.

&

t.i I
WUU1UII

$20 to $30

s

Perfect
Plumbing

your Spring Suit
that you would in buying a
house you live in both.
There's no excuse for a man looking baggy at the knees or wearing
a coat that sags at the collar and
drags forlornly down in front.
If you buy the

OU

REFRIGERATORS

$9.50 to $30

EXERCISE

'

m

Our shirt and collar work Is pef
feet.
Our "IKMESTIO FINISH" I,
the proper thing. We lead othert
follow
rWPK.RML LAUNDRY OO.

-

and that's about all
you need to know

SIMONiSTERN JloeSba.l.a.ve

Their food compartments
are dry and sanitary.
Prices,

HENRY'S

Summer Styles in Millinery

Sf-H-

.1

about the quality
and the style; and
as for fit if they
don't fit, we'd rather

)

lC. 1

9

--

MISS EIAVOOD,
CONTRALTO. TEN (ilRUS IN CHORUS. SIXTEEN PIECE ORCHESTRA.
ADMISSION PARQUET $1.00; BALCONY. 5c.

S. T. VANN

ladies' Tailoring

$5.50 and $6.00

W&.1

Hart Schaffner
& Marx Clothes

DRt.

Do you know what thi means? If
not ask our drivers to explain It to
you.
IMPKIUAI, LAUNDRY.

RHONE 480

Suits $10 to $30

Walkover Shoes

to come here and
look over our Fine
Clothes; you don't
have to buy any ot
them; but we are
pretty sure you'll
want to if you s;e
them.
1 hey're

j

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
The W. C. T. V. will met at the
home of Mrs. John Strumqulst. 807 Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired
DOCTOR OF OPTICS
East Grand avenue, Friday, May 8. at
2:30.
All members shou'd be presVANN JEWELRY CO.
IOS NORTH FIRST STREET
ent, as business of importunce is to be
One Door Sontti of Drug Store.
transacted.
Mr. Orlando Brooks, operator at
the Colombo, has been operating picture machines In Chicago am other
CLOTHES
cities for the pa.st eight years and
stwte that the Colombo machine Is
HATS
Thbest he has ever used.
The Ladles' Aid of the Presbyter-Ia- n
church will give a May party and
home cooking sale at the residence of
Is essential in every home that
Mrs. R. W. L. Bryan. 800 Park aveaspires to be healthy, comfortable
nue, next Saturday afternoon from 3
We Gall and Deliver
and pleasant.
to 6 o'clock. A fine musical program
We do I'luinliiti that always
has been prepared. All lidict of the
satisfaction Try us next
congregation with their friends are
lime.
cordially invited to attend.
Have you any old furniture? The
Benevolent Society Is
trying to lit up a home for a woman
who has been deserted by her husband and left destitute- with several
small children. She will make her
WORKS
wn living by conducting a boarding
House If given a chance. If you can
109-11- 1
West Silver
412 West Central Ave.
help by contributing
furniture, send
your nwime and address to The Citizen
PHONE 61
li( e or the home of Mrs. Neustadt.
Anything you can give will be greatly
appi eclated..
Kricmt In Albuquerque have re
ceived announcements of the gradua
For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
tioii exercise of the class of 1108 of
the tia lup high school, composed of
Amies Lelteh McVicker. Andrew Bat
tel's. in, Myrtlo
Emily Warren and
Palmer George Ketner. The graduation exercises will take place May 22
WHITE WAGONS
at tlie Carbon City opera house.
Mrs. Franc I Albright returned to
the city last night from having spent
fifteen months abroad with her QcmcmoeGaxya&e)oaM3e)ccmomc
daughter. Miss Claude Albright, the
singer. The latter Is now In Paris
reviewing her French operas prepar-ator- y
the same care in
to returning to New York to

Walk out and see our stock.
We can save you money. . . .

Stetson Shoes

Central

j

CLEANING

i7

Invitation

building on Third street between Central and Oold and begin throwing
chunks of mud at passers-by- .
Judge
Craig witnessed the bombardment and
told Simon to come and see him in
court, and then the goid and wise
Judge told Simon that he would have
to go to school for ten days. The
question now Is, what will be done
with Simon If he don't to to school?
Chairman Summers Burkhart of
the Bernalillo county Democratic organization yesterday Issued a call, an
nouncing that the primaries for the) 8
county convention will take place Saturday, May 9, the convention being
held on Saturday one week later. At
this convention the Democrats will
name the delegates to the territorial
convention at Hoswell, at which the
candidate for delegate to Congress
will be selected, and also the six rep- resentatlves to the jomenr.lon at Den- ver.
Have you any old furniture? The 5
Benevolent Society Is IB
trying to fit up a home for a woman
who has been deserted by her husband and left destitute with several
small children. She will make her
own living by conducting a boarding
house if given a chance. If you can
help by contributing
furniture, send
your name and address to The Citizen
office or the home of Mrs. Neustadt.
Anything you can give will be greatly
appreciated.

OLD

JUST RECEIVED 20.000 ROLLS OF 1908 PATTERS

114 S.

J. Morelli

114 W.

IMS.

Standing

Glasses Right, Good Sight

Fresh salmon anil cTiannel cat flnh
at the San Jose Market.
Alvln O. Bowera left th' morning
for a buBinr.-- visit at Horlnirer.

T,

You've a

you casfl and

ARE YOUR GLASSES RIGHT?

nk-ago-

Prices $3

(?ivei

That's a vital onestinn to you and should hrinjr
yon to its at once. We like to discover unumial eye
ilctecls. the ones that puzzle the ateha;R eye specialist

f

Regal Oxfords for Men

TRtltSDAY, HAY

We illustrate today our new
sack, showing what your
clothes will be like if you buy them
where clothes making is considered
an art and not a trade. Suits at;

$12.50, $18.00
$20.00 to $30.00
After you have bought a Suit
here and worn it awhile, you'll be
just as well satisfied with it as when
you first put it on. Money back, if
anything goes wrong.

